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Station Pays Price For Gas Prices

TOM BERRY1edger & Times
Kentucky Education Commissioner Dr. Jon Draud speaks to a
crowd of about 300 during the 24th annual Harry M. Sparks
Distinguished Lecture Series at Murray State University's
Alexander Hall Monday. Draud emphasized the importance of
adequate education funding in the success of the state's primary and secondary schools.

Draud urges
investment in
Ky. education
GREG TRAV1SA_edger & Tomes
Monty McCuiston, left, talks with Randy Brandon Monday afternoon at Max's 641
Citgo. The station will stop selling gasoline
Saturday.

Max's 641 Citgo forced to quit selling gasoline
By GREG TRAVIS
Staff Wnter
Max's 641 Citgo will no longer sell paw,
line as of Saturday.
In a letter to its customers, it was
explained, "It is hard not to notice the obstacles in today's economy, especially the oil
industry. After being in the service station
business for 43 years. we have seen a lot of
changes. some good and some not so good
One thing we have noticed over the years is
our customers. We have grown to know so
many of you and have made so many
In ends...
With the most recent spike in gas prices
we are unable to sell the product without
performing modifications to our pumps. The
cost to do this modification and maintain our
equipment is just too overwhelming."

Mo",y McCuiston said Monday afternoon that the most recent spike in oil
increases sealed their decision.
"We can't go over $4 per gallon without
having to install new computers in each of
the 12 pumps." he said, adding all of the
recent gasoline price increases have really
slowed business down.
In addition, he said he expected to see the
price of gasoline to be over $4 per gallon by
the July 4th holiday.
"We are only making around three-cents
per gallon on the gasoline. These high prices
are hurting everyone. And they are hurting
food and grocery prices, among other
things," McCuiston added.
He said his family had been contemplating the decision for approximately six
months as they watched the prices continue

to rise. "We hate to do it. We've made tots ot
friends and customers There are a lot of
people who have been with us frran day one
There are little old ladies that we worry
about what they will do."
McCuiston said he felt that his father.
Max (now deceased), would probably agree
with the decision.
"He was a customer service person. It
would be hard on him, but he would realize
that the decision was in the best interest for
the business end of things. But I know he
would hate it for the customers."
He said he expected to see the price of
gasoline continue to climb and most likely
reach $5 per gallon by fall. "It may drop a
few cents for winter, because of the blend.

II See Page 2A

By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
If Kentuckians are going to
overcome the challenges of the
21st century and realize the standard of living they desire, the
commonwealth's leaders must
realize that investment in the
state's public educational system is the only way to be successful.
That was the message
Kentucky
Education
Commissioner Dr Jon Draud
delivered as he spoke to about
MX) Murray State University
officials, students and visitors
during the 24th annual Harry M.
Sparks Lecture series at
Alexander Hall Monday afternoon.
Draud, a former school
teacher, coach, principal and
superintendent, became the
state's fourth education commissioner in December. He said the
state's primary and secondary
education system is facing some
daunting challenges in both
short and long-term academic
progress that must be overcome
by greater funding investment.
"Only 12 percent of our high
schools, 21 percent of our middle schools and 54 percent of
our elementary schools are on
target to reach academic proficiency by 2014," he said.
"Education is our number one
issue. It is important that people
understand that if we don't
invest in education in Kentucky
-- and it is an investment — we
will never have the standard of
living that we want The only
way it's going to happen, the
only way, is through education."
Calling
the
Kentucky
Department of Education's $4.2
billion budget for 2008-09
"inadequate." Draud said the

General Assembly's failure to
provide for new revenue sources
during the past biennial session
will force the system to struggle.
About $500 million in tax revenues from expanded gambling
and another $2(X) million from
higher taxes on cigarettes was
proposed
"It was definitely a step backwards," he said, pointing out the
possibility of the foss of teachers
and support staff, academic programs and academic progress
from lack of funding. "It's devastating."
During much of the speech.
Draud outlined some of the
department's success during the
past six month, as well as long
and short term goals to keep the
state's schools on target for success. One of the primary goals is
emphasizing the importance of
education to lawmakers and the
public. -We must create a sense
of urgency. Academic proficiency is looking at us in 2014 and a
lot of schools have a long way to
go," he said. "Money is very
important and we don't have
enough of it in public education."
Draud pointed to the possibility of the loss of education personnel in the next two years
caused by the loss of $170 million in funding for 2008-09 and
additional $190 million in NMI°.
Other goals include addressing efficiency and productivity
in reaching academic proficiency with an apparent emphasis in
technology. He also emphasized
the need for intervention strategies to aid struggling students
and schools by studying schools
that seem to be overcoming the

II See Page 2A
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FARMERS MARKET OPENS: The new Farmers Market Murray-Calloway County opened this morning
with farm-fresh produce being offered for sale to the public. The market is located under a new 50 foot-by 100 foot pavilion
at the Calloway
• County Fairgrounds. More than a dozen local growers were expected to be set up today at the market.
Pictured above, Jeff
Miller. right, from Miller Diversified Farms of Murray, talks with John and Lanita Lee of Hazel about
the fresh Tilapia fish he
grows in tanks in a greenhouse at his farm Miller said the fish he brought with him to the Farmers
Market were harveztted
iust this morning.
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EU summit Bush's 1st Europe stop
By The Associated Press
KRANJ. Slovenia (Al
President Bush. pushing for a
tougher international stance
against Iran's nuclear ambitions.
came
together
with
his
European partners today to
embrace financial sanctions
beyond those the United Nations
already has undertaken to pressure Tehran.
Bush had a long list of transAtlantic issues on his plate at his
final U.S.-European Union sumMit, held in the scenic countryside amid majestic mountain
ranges. None more pressing than
Iran
The president wants to get
Britain, Germany and France to
agree on a package of new
penalties and incentives aimed
at preventing Iran from acquiring nuclear weapons, And he
wants the next package of U.N.
sanctions to be tougher than the
last.
According to the summit declaration obtained by The
Associated Press. Bush and the
EU leaders were poised to
threaten Iran with further financial sanctions unless it verifie,ly
suspends its nuclear enrichment.
The statement said Iran must
fully disclose any nuclear
weapons work and allow the
International Atomic Energy
Agency. the U.N.'s watchdog
group, to verify that any such
work has ceased.
Bush and the heads of the
EU, a political and economic
coalition of 27 countries that
works to promote security and
commerce across the continent,
called on Tehran to stop its support for terrorist organizations
destabilizing the Mideast. The
statement said the United States
and the EU would work to
ensure that "Iranian banks cannot abuse the international bankng system to support proliferation and terrorism."

leadClosings

•A bridge over Bee Creek or Bailey Road will be closed
three to tour days for repairs The bridge is experiencing soi
serious problems that must be repaired before it will be reoper
to the public, according to Calloway County Road Supervi:
Jodie Brooks. and will likely remain closed the rest of the wee
The bridge is located lust past Cambridge Drive and sho
belore the three-way intersection at Bailey Hued and Wrist;
Drrve For more information, contact the county road departmi
at 753-4846.
A contractor for the Kentucky Transportation Cabinet pia
to close a section of Pottertown Road on Thursday The closi
will be near the Wildcat community to allow asphalt resurfacin
During the paving, Ky. 280 will be limited to local traffic only
each side of the closure.
•Fourth Street from Main to Polar streets, Maple Street fn
Fourth to Fifth streets. and Fifth Street from Maple to Main will
closed Saturday from 5 a.m.-2 p.m. for the "Cruisin• on
Square" car show

KentuckylnBrief
Top Ky. lawmakers make
progress in pension talks

FRANKFORT. Ky (APi -- Top Kentucky lawmakers meeting
private Monday neared a possible agreement that has eluded thi
in the past to begin shoring up the state's financially troubled pens.
system for public employees
House Speaker Jody Richards said House and Senate legtslati
made "great progress" during negotiations spanning much of the c
at the state Capitol. He said a plan could be unveiled today at
rank-and-file lawmakers are briefed.
Gov Steve Beshear has said he would consider calling a spec
General Assembly session if lawmakers agree beforehand on a p
to strengthen the pension system
"We've made some tentative agreements, but we want to talk
as many members as possible," Richards, D-Bowling Green, a
after the last formal negotiating session ended early Monc
evening. "We want to see a proposal in writing."
Richards and other lawmakers offered no specifics on a possil
plan.
The state's retirement system — which covers benefits for m(
than 445,000 people, including state and county employees and pi
lic school teachers — faces an unfunded liability of more than $26 I
lion

AP
U.S. President George W. Bush, center, applauds as he attends the Lipizzaner riding school
with EU Commission President Jose Manuel Barroso, left, Slovenia's Prime Minister JaneZ
Jansa, right, and his partner Urska Bacovnic, second nght, at the end of an EU-US summit in
Brdo Pri Kranju, Slovenia. today. Bush saidthe U.S. and Europe must rally to keep Iran from
developing a nuclear weapon, calling the threat an incredible danger to world peace.
Iran insists that it has only sanctions with additional meas- U.S. favors, such as banning
civilian uses in mind for its ures."
business with Iranian banks, or
nuclear program. Yet it is under
The Bush administration has merely represented a repeat of
fire for defying three sets of warned that Iran is using an previous calls for closer moMU.N. Security Council sanctions array of deceptive practices to toring of dealings with them.
and continuing to enrich urani- hide involvement in nuclear proum. which can generate both liferation and terrorist activities.
nuclear fuel and the fissile mateIran's central bank, also
rial for the core of nuclear war- known as Bank Markazi, is
NOTICE
heads. Iran has also stonewalled involved in these deceptive acts,
The
•
Murray
attempts by the IAEA to delve according to the U.S. govern- Independent
Board
of
into allegations that several me! t The White House has Education's raguiariy-schedIranian projects appear to repre- been looking at new steps to cut
Wed meeting, previously set
sent different components of a off more Iranian banks from the for 7 p.m. on Thursday. June
PRESTONSBURG, Ky. (AP) — An eastern Kentucky couple
nuclear weapons program.
12, has been rescheduled to! suing officials at a middle school over their 13-year-old son's suick
international financial system
"A mutually satisfactory, and has been seeking backing 7 p.m. on Tuesday. June 24
Sheila and Lawrence Patton say in a lawsuit filed last week tf
at the Carter Administration officials at Allen Central Middle School allowed Stephen Patton to
negotiated solution remains from European allies.
Building.
An
agenda
for
the
open to Iran," the statement said.
It was unclear whether the
bullied so much that he killed himself
meeting is not yet available.
But the leaders also said that freshly stated concern over
Floyd County Board of Education attorney Mike Schmitt S.
The
Calloway
•
County
they would fully implement Iranian banks on Tuesday meant
Monday that teachers at the school have told him they had no id
Board
of
Education
will
meet
the teen was being bullied.
U.N. sanctions against lian and that Europeans had signed on for
Thursday at 6 p.m at the
Since their son's death in November, the Pattons say their so.
were "ready to supplement those the kind of tough measures the
board office on College Farm classmates and others have told them he was teased daily becau
Road. Items on the agenda he was tall, shy and stuttered while talking.
include the recognition of
Sheila and Lawrence Patton said they are outraged that no o
retiring
employees, the from the school told them about the bullying.
approval of consent agenda
"There was no excuse why we weren't told this was going on w
items, a personnel report, our child, Sheila
Patton said. `When we send our children to schc
departmental reports and a
we believe they are going to be taken care of. .. If they allowed t
superintendent's report.
to happen to my child, it could happen to others."
II To report a Town Crier
item. call 753-1916.

Jennifer Rogers, ARNP
FAMILY PRACTICE NURSE PRACTITIONER
Primary Care Medical Center welcomes its newest Family Nurse
Practitioner, Jennifer Rogers. Jennifer brings with her 5 years of
experience as a Family Nurse Practitioner in Murray. She received her
Master of Science in Nursing from the University of Illinois-Chicago. She
is the mother of two boys, Caleb (8) and
Nathan (5). Jennifer and husband Jamie
enjoy coaching youth sports in the
community. She is excited to be
practicing at Primary Care
Medical Center, and she would
like to welcome former and new
patients to her new location.

Primary rip
Care
MEDICAL CENTER
Mon Fri

8am - 8prrs
Saturday:
Sam - 6pm
Sunday:
1 - 6pm

Accepting New Patients...Always!

Tewnerfer

Couple sues school
officials over son's suicide

II Max's.
From Front

Father charged after young
son gets sunburn

LEXINGTON, Ky (AP) — Police in Berea have charged a m
after his two-year-old son was sunburned.
Authorities charged 27-year-old Bobby Jones with criminal abui
saying he didn't take adequate care to make certain the boy did
come to harm.
Officers said Jones left the child out in the sun for at least 90 rn
utes Sunday without applying sunscreen.
Doctors said the boy had second- and third-degree bums.
The child's mother reported the burns after she picked up her sr

but it won't drop much."
"We were shocked to see $3
per gallon not long ago,"
McCuiston said. "This time next
year, we will probably wish we
could go back and see $4 per
gallon."
Monday was the first day that
Max's 641 customers learned of
the decision to halt the sale of
From Front
gasoline, but many were wanting them to change their minds. odds and using those strategies
"They're not happy, but they elsewhere.
understand why we are having
He also mentioned possible
to do it," McCuiston said, "We changes in the KDE's assessprobably won't be able to go ment system currently guided by
back, either. Once you stop you
Commonwealth
the
lose a certain percentage of your
Accountability Testing System
customers.
"It's hard not knowing. and (CATS)created by the Kentucky
it's not feasible to put money Education Reform Act in the
into upgrading the internal com- 1990s.
Noting GOP efforts during
ponents of the pumps. I don't
think the price of gasoline will the state Senate's biennial sesever stay below $4 per gallon to sion when Republican leaders
keep us on a roll. After all, in proposed to drop CATS in favor
one day it went up 20-cents." he of a more nationally-normed
added. "That kind of price reference test battery. Draud
increase has been unheard of in said the KDE is now forming a
the past."
committee to study the system
He said the cost of upgrading and recommend changes as
the pumps could run as high as needed. Members of the com$1,000 per pump. "It could take mittee would
be appointed by
eight years to get that money
the Prichard Committee for
back when you are only clearing
Academic Excellence and many
around three cents per gallon."
other
education-centered
he added.
McCuiston said that the com- groups working together to
pany's base has been less during examine the issue.
Other efforts include specialthe past few years and because
of that no one will be laid-off as ized training for groups that
a result of the decision to no Draud sees as the key to success,
including teachers, principals
longer sell gasoline.
"We will be able to keep and superintendents. Whether
everyone at their regular hours, working as individuals or as
and we'll he able to focus more teams. Draud said professional
on these other areas of busi- development for all three is
ness."
paramount. Taking a look at
He noted that they can help leadership in
underachieving
residents with most minor repair
schools would also be part of the
work except internal engine
effort. For the first time since
work, and the towing part of the
company is still available. The KERA was adopted. state lawU-Haul rental portion of the makers have approved allowing
business has been there for superintendents to hire principals in low-performing schools:
some 40 years. he added.
The family said they could bypassing the authority of
not express their gratitude nor school-based decision making
their appreciation to their cus- councils.
tomers for their loyalty to the
Draud spoke pnmarily about
business. McCuiston said his the need for more education
family believed the station funding, but little about cost
could now better serve its cus- control other than efforts to
tomers through its concentration increase efficiency in education
on other areas of the business.
programs and emphasize higher

•Draud urges .••

productivity. However he is ci
rently embroiled in a financ
controversy of his own concei
ing unnecessary spending in
midst of the state's belt-tightt
ing.
According to a Courii
Journal report, Draud approv
$13,000 in add-ons for a 20
Chrysler 300, paid for by St
taxpayers at a price of $30,6t
The add-ons include an engi
upgrade from a V6 to a V8
GPS mapping system and
Bluetooth hands-free phone s:
tern among others.
Draud initially claimed
was not aware of the additim
costs: however emails .obtain
by the Courier-Journal from
KDE reportedly proved he
aware of the additional cost a
approved it. Draud has ackricr
edged the additional cost.
"I felt they were imporc
for safety purposes arid die f
that i am going to drive at
25,000 miles a yea..-, represe
ing the state of Kentucky."
was quoted in an Associa
Press article. "I was aware of
cost and I approved it. It is wl
it is.
A
Republican
fn
Edgewood. Ky., Draud pre
ously served as state represen
tive for Kentucky's 63rd Dish
from 1998 to 2007 where he
as vice-chairman of the Hos
Education Committee.
served as superintendent of
Ludlow Independent Scht
District and assistant super
tendent of an Ohio district.
has served as director
school/university partnerstt
and associate professor
Northern Kentucky Univers'
He earned bachelor and mat
degrees from Eastern Kentia
University as well as master a
doctoral degrees from
University of Cincinnati.
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John Thomas Lassiter
the funeral for John Thomas Lassiter was today (Tuesday) at II
a.m. at Locust Grove Baptist Church with Bro. Ryker Wilson, Bro.
Hal Shipley and Jody Lassiter, grandson, officiating Music was by Sharon Pierceall, pianist,
Robert Houston, vocalist, and Jim and Jackie
Thurman, duet.
Pallbearers were Johnny McDougal, Ben
Hendricks, Will Ed Bailey. Jimmy Graham, Jack
Covey. Mr and Mrs. Don Murdock, Mr and Mrs.
Cecil Glass and Mr. and Mrs Jim Thumian. active.
and Bill Barton, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Richter. Mr.
and Mrs. Larry Flood and Mr. and Mrs Thomas
Houston. honorary. Burial was in the Murray City
Lassiter
('emetery.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home was in charge of
%arrangements
Expressions of sympathy may be made to The
Murray Gideon Camp, P.O. Box 931, Murray, KY
42071 or the Oneida Baptist Church Institute, P.O.
Box 67, Oneida, KY 40972. Mr. Lassiter, 89, Murray, died Saturday.
June 7, 2(8)8. at 1:24 p.m. at his home.
A retired postal clerk with 33 years of service at the Murray Post
Office, he was an Army veteran of World War II. A life long member of Locust Grove Baptist Church, he had been a deacon since
1951 and taught the young adult Sunday school class for 45 years.
Preceding him in death were one son, John Thomas (Tommy)
Lassiter, and three brothers, Ned Lassiter, James Polk Lassiter and
Dan Wells Lassiter. Born Aug. 12. 1918, in Calloway County he was
the Rai of the late James Rupert Lassiter and Berline Wilcox
Lassiter.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Anna Mae Lassiter to whom he
was married Aug. 17. 1942 in Benton; one daughter, Pamela Kay
Collins and husband. Kenny, Murray; two sons, Jerry Bailey
Lassiter and wife, Patricia, Dexter, and Jimmy Dort Lassiter and
wife. Cindy. Murray; six grandchildren, Jody Alan Lassiter and
wife. Kelley, Danville, Tiffany Linville and husband, Greg.
Waukesha, Wis.. and Jared Thomas Lassiter and wife, Cathi.
Heather Armstrong and husband, Brett. Jessica Lassiter and
Matthew Collins. all of Murray; one niece, Ann Krentz, Cincinnati.
Ohio; one nephew. Kim Hart Lassiter, New Carlisle, Ind.; five greatgrandchildren.
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'The funeral for Mrs. Mary Frances Kimbio Hurt will be today
(Tuesday) at I p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
Rev. C'arl Butler and Rev. Terry Wilson will officiate. Pallbearers
will be Davis, Lonnie, Roger and Jeremy Kimbro, Steve Knott and
Jerry Lovett. Burial will follow in the Barnett Cemetery.
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
Mrs. Hurt, 77, Crossland Road, Murray, died Friday, June 6.
2(8)8, at 11:25 p.m. at Vanderbilt Hospital. Nashville, Tenn
She had retired after 28 years of service with Murray State
University Food Service Department. She was a member of Sinking
Spring Baptist Church.
Preceding her in death were her husband, W.P.(Dub) Hun who
died in December 2005; three sisters, Alma Phillips, Tassanella
Kimbro and Geneva Hutchens; two brothers, Edison and Cecil
Kimbro. She was born July 22, 193(5. in Calloway County.
Survivors include one daughter, Dian Paschall and husband.
Gerale Wesley, and one brother, John W. Kimbro, both of Murray;
two grandchildren. Tern Bolte and husband. Brad. New Concord,
and Tammy HensolliiiO4 husband, Michael, Hazel; five great-grandchildren, Jason and Justin Robbins and Bnttainy, Tiffany and
Steffany Henson; two step great-grandchildren, Bethany and Brock
Bohr; one great-great-grandson, Jacob Robbins.

Wendell Needham
the funeral tor Wendell Needham will he today (Tuesday) at 3
, p.m. in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home. John
Dale. Josh Ketchum and R.B. Barton will officiate. Music will be by
Glendale Road Church Singers with Todd Walker as leader.
Pallbearers will be Josh Cantwell, Brett Graves,
Ronnie Daniel. Tony and Taylor Trumphour. Jerry
Dixon. and Dale and Troy Bishop. A graveside
service will be Wednesday at Union Hill Cemetery.
Formosa, Ark., with Dale Brown offeiating.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after I
p.m. today (Tuesday). Expressions of sympathy
may be made to Glendale Road Church of Chnst
Mission Fund, 1101 Glendale Rd.. Murray ,KY
42071 or Seven Oaks Church of Christ Building
Fund. Mayfield, KY 42066. Online condolences
Needham
may be made to www.yorkfuneralhome.com
Mr. Needham. 88. Murray, died Sunday, June 8, 2008, at 10:40
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
A retired Church of Christ minister, he authored many books and
served as foreign missionary in several countries. He was a member
of Glendale Road Church of Christ.
Survivors include his wife, Helen Phillips Needham, to whom he
was married Nov. 3, 1942; one daughter. Brenda Wilson and husband. Kim. Mayfield; two sons, Roger Needham and wife. Jane, Hot
Springs. Ark.. and Mark Needham and wife, Julie, Winslow, Ark.;
three grandchildren, Beth Graves and husband. Brett, Josh Cantwell
and Lindsay Daniel; four great-grandchildren. Evan and Emn
Graves and Megan and Katlin Daniel.

Ms. Vivian Hale
'The funeral for Ms. Vivian Hale will be Friday at 10 a.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Eugene Waggoner will officiate. Burial will follow in the Elm Grove Cemetery. Visitation will
be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. Thursday.
Ms. Hale. 83. Murray, died Sunday. June 8, 2008, at 5:30 p.m. at
Spring Creek Health Care Center.
She had retired as an administrative assistant in the Continuing
Education Department of Murray State University. A graduate of
Murray State University, she was a member of First Baptist Church.
Born July II. 1924, in Calloway County. she was the daughter of the
late Leon Hale and Ruth Skinner Hale.
Survivors include four cousins. Owen Henson Hale. Eugene
Chaney. Charles Hugh Chaney and Corte! Chaney.

Mrs. Captola Made Saxon
Mrs C'arsola Mane Saxon, 86, South 16th Street. Murray, died
Monday. June 9. 2008. at 8:05 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Retired frorn Fisher Price. she was of Presbyterian faith. Born
April 9, 1922. in Calloway County, she was the daughter of the late
Victor Gossum and Eva Berryhill Gossum. Preceding her in death
were two daughters. Phyllis Jane Sprunger and Joetta Saxon. No
survivors were listed.
A graveside service will be Wednesday at 2 p.m. at Wingo
Cemetery in Graves County Bro. Richard Youngblood will officiate .I.H. ('hurchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements. but
no visitation is scheduled.

Jamas (Jim) Holland
James (Jim) Holland, 72, Murray, died Monday. June 9. 2008, at
9:15 a.m. at Sevierville County Hospital, Sevierville, Term.
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements. Online condolences may be made at www_yorkfuneralhome corn

Carla R. Schwartz
A graveside service for Mrs. Carla R. Schwartz will be Saturday
at noon at the Mt. Hope Cemetery' in Melville, Mo. Visitation was
Sunday from 4-8 p.m. at Imes-Miller Funeral Home, Murray.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of contributions to
The Schwartz Family, 241 Seth Lane. Murray, Ky. 42071. Online
condolences may be left at www.imesmillercom
Mrs. Schwartz, 53, Murray, died Thursday, June 5. 2008 at 11:10
p.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah. She was born June 9, 1954. Her
father, Joseph Evans. preceded her in death.
Survivors include her husband, John Schwartz: two sons. Billy
Young and Matthew Schwartz, and one daughter, Tracy Harris, all
of Murray; her mother, Shirley Meadows Evans, and two sisters,
Debbie Kempter and husband, Bill, and Dawn Jungewaelter and
husband. Gary. all of St. Louis, Mo.; two grandchildren.

Harold Glenn Norman
The funeral for Harold Glenn Norman was today (Tuesday)at 10
a.m, in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home. Benton. Rev. Linda
McKnight officiated. Burial was in the Benton Cemetery.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to
American Cancer Society, c/o Brenda McClaran, 510
West 9th St., Benton, KY 42025.
Mr. Norman. 72, Benton, died Saturday, June 7,
2008, at his home.
A Navy veteran of the Vietnam War, he retired as a chief petty
officer. He was retired from Martin Marietta, Paducah. where he
was an operator. He was a member of Temple Hill United Methodist
Church and Marshall County Elks 12707.
Born in Calvert City, he was the son of the late Robert Lincoln
Norman and Helen Earlene Story Norman.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Kay Norman; three daughters.
Kelly Rapin, Gilbertsville, Jennifer Harrunons, Lexington, and Amy
Orsborne, Murray; one sister, Paula Jan Norman, Mayfield; three
brothers. Gene Norman. Almo, Greg Washam, Eddyville, and
Robert Steven Norman, Palma: four grandchildren, Stephanie
Farrar. Benjamin and Abigale Hammons and Sarah Orshorne.

Mrs. Dorothy Doan House Tharpe
The funeral for Mrs. Dorothy Dean House Tharpe will be at 2
New Hope Christian Church.
Mayfield, with the Rev. Larry Jamison officiating. Entombment will
follow at Peaceful Valley Cemetery. Visitation will be after 10 a.m.
Wednesday at the church. Brown Funeral Home of Mayfield is in
charge of arrangements.
Mrs. Tharpe, 79, Mayfield, died Saturday. June 7, 2008 at 5:45
p.m. at Jackson Purchase Medical Center, Mayfield.
A member of Trinity New Hope Christian Church, she was
employed at Curlee Clothing Co. for 12 years. She served with her
late husband. the Rev. Cleo Tharpe Jr.. in the ministry for 37 years.
She was preceded in death by her parents. Ernest and Arada House;
one son. Cleo Tharpe III and one brother, Ray House.
She is survived by six daughters, Dianne Tharpe. Saundra Blythe
and husband. John W.. Esther McClam and her husband. Willett,
and Deborah Tharpe, all of Mayfield, Pearl Payne and husband,
Joseph, Munay. and Paula Tharpe. Paducah; one son. Don Tharpe
and wife, Linda. Herndon, Va.; nine grandchildren; Shawn. Barry
and Jason Blythe. Jessica, Ethan, Amber, Kendra, Justin and
Adrienne Tharpe; six great-grandchildren, several nieces, nephews
and cousins.
p.m. on Wednesday at Trinity'

Child shot with grandmother's
gun during visit to Sam's Club
COLUMBIA,S.C.(AP)-A
4-year-old girl shot herself in the
chest Monday after snatching
her grandmother's handgun
from the woman's purse while
riding in a shopping cart at a
Sam's Club store, authorities
said.
A
witness,
Lueen
Homewood. said store workers
grabbed first-aid materials off
store shelves to help the grandmother as she cradled the
wounded child near the store's
pharmacy. The (Columbia) State
nee spaper reported on its Web
site.
The girl was rushed to a hospital in critical condition and
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Scott Alien Fox
The funeral for Scott Allen Fox will be Thursday at 10 a.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home with Rev. Dr. Joe O'Cull
officiating. Entombment will follow in the Murray City Cemetery
Mausoleum. Visitation will be at the funeral home from 6 to 8 p.m.
Wednesday.
Mr. Fox, 47. Murray. died Friday. June 6, 2008, at 11:50 p.m. in
the emergency room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He worked with Spann Realty as their maintenance provider and
was also self employei providing maintenance services. Born Dec.
16. 1960, in Omaha, Neb.. he was preceded in death by his father.
Richard H. Fox. on Dec. 21. 1996.
Survivors include his mother, Betty Fox, and two sisters,
(luistine Bnggs and husband. Harold, and Kathy Fox. all of
Omaha: three brothers. Jerry Fox and wife. Rebecca Blair, Neb..
Steven Fox and wife. Heidi. Columbus, Ohio. and Richard Fox Jr.
and wife. Betty. Rochester. Minn.; his fiancee. Alpha Jackson,
Murray.

was recovering Monday afternoon after surgery, said police
department spokesman Brick
Lewis. Hospital officials would
not release her condition after
the operation.
Lewis said the grandmother
Donna Hutto Williamson, has a
permit to carry a concealed
weapon and the purse containing the small-caliber handgun
was in the cart near the child.
The 47-year-old Williamson, of
Salley. was not immediately
charged with a crime.
Williamson, a South Carolina
magistrate, was distraught after
the shooting. her mother-in-law
said.
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Paid Obituaries
Mrs. Vivian Lamb Herndon
The turieral tor Mrs vivian Lamb Herndon will be Wednesday at
11 a.m, in the chapel of lines-Miller Funeral Home with Rev. Steve
Cavitt officiating. Burial will follow in the Mt. Carmel Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 6 to 8 p.m. today
(Tuesday t.
Online
condolences
may
be
made
at
ww w.imesmiller.com
Mrs. Herndon, 84, Richmond. Texas, formerly of Murray. died
Thursday, June 4, 2008 at 645 p.m. at her home.
Preceding her in death were her husband. Herbert Herndon Sr.,
one son. John Wesley Herndon, one brother. Ivan Lamb. and three
sisters, Evelyn Jones. Re Kuykendall and Genella Miller, Born
January 19, 1924, she was the daughter of the late Gus Lamb and
Victoria Youngblood Lamb.
Survivors include her son, Herbert Herndon, Jr. and wife, Vicki,
Richmond, Texas; two daughters, Romoria Brinkley Shelton, Deer
Park, Texas and Vickie Rae Hamilton and husband. Tim, Forest, Va.;
one brother, Charles Lamb. Dover, Tenn.. one sister. Margaret
Cavitt and husband, John. Munay; three granddaughters. two grandsons, one great-granddaughter and two great-grandsons.

Cordie Male Faust Dublin
Cordie Maie Faust Dublin of 203 South 12th St., Murray, Ky..
and who would have celebrated her 98th birthday on June 16, 2008,
passed away Sunday. June 8, 2008, at 9:37 a.m. at Murray Calloway
County Hospital.
She was the oldest, living member of First
Chnstian Church (Disciples of Christ) where she
was a member of the Adult Sunday School Class,
former member of the Wear Helm Service Circle
Sunday School Class. Groups I and IL Christian
Women's Fellowship, the Chancel Choir. the
Monday Night Prayer group, and the Purchase
Area Emmaus Community.
The daughter of the late George and Mary
McCord Faust, Cordie Maie was born June 16,
Dublin
1910, in Sweetwater, Texas. She was baptized in
and reared in the First Baptist Church. Paris, Tenn., where she was
active in Sunday School and BYPU. Cordie Maie moved her membership to First Christian Church in Murray after her marnage to
Orville 0. Dublin of Mayfield, Ky. Cordie Male graduated in 1910
from E. W. Grove High School. Paris, Tenn.. and was selected as
'The Best Looking Girl in the Class of 1930,' and May Day Queen
when she designed and sewed the prize winning dress from the
Home Economics Class. Cordie Maie was selected as Miss Were
Tennessee in the preliminaries for Miss Tennessee. During World
War II Cordie Male was assistant manager of McElory's
Department Store in Paris. Her "love" for fabrics and sewing led her
to a career as a seamstress in her cottage home business in Murave
Ky., for over twenty (20) years.
Family and friends are invited to share in the visitation penod:4
to 8 p.m., Tuesday. June 10, 2008, at J. H. Churchill Funeral Honk.
On Wednesday, June 11, at 11 a.m., Cordie Mate Dublin's 98
years of living will be celebrated at First Christian Chutih
(Disciples of Christ). Murray with Dr. Chuck Rolen, senior' pas0pr
and Dr. David Roos, former pastor. Music will be by tbet*e
Hendrix, pianist, Judy Hill. organist. Margery Shown, soloist.
Oneida White, accompanist, and The Chancel Choir, directed by
Mark Dycus. Burial will be in Antioch Church of Christ Ceinetely,
in Graves County, Ky.. following the service.
Pallbearers will be Don Faughn, Dan McKeel, Mark Dyctis,
David Eldredge, Doug VanderMolen and Larry Jackson.
Honorary pallbearers will be Nancy Manning. Tressia Rogers.
Jean Humphreys, Carolyn Becker. Joanne Roberts. Sharma Betide
Crystal Edwards. Margaret Hesselrode. Dr. Hollis Clark, memleirs
of the First Christian Church Adult Sunday School Class. Christian
Women's Fellowship, Group I. the Monday Night Bible Study
Group, the Century 21 Loretta Jobs Realtors ''family.- and staff of
The Mane Event.
Cordie Maie Dublin is survived by two daughters. Barbara :J.
Dublin Schiarrpa, Carlisle. Mass., and husband Charles F. Schiapp.
and Rebecca Ann Dublin Landolt of Murray. Also surviving are tsfo
sisters, Sarah F. Faughn of Murray and Zenona F. Harris of Jefferson
City, Tenn., nieces and nephews, Don Faughn and wife. Leisa, Of
Murray, Karl Harris and wife. Thelma. Savannah. Ga., Dr. Kite
Hams and wife, Dr. !rots Anne Harris of Liberty. Mo., and Pa4a
Flqrris Wolfe and husband, Gary. of Virginia.
Site was preceded in death by her husband. Orville 0. Dublin;
parents, George and Mary Faust, Paris, Tenn.; brothers, Basil. Atli!
and John Thomas Faust, Pans,Tenn., and sister. Oreita Faidley, Oak
Ridge. Tenn.
Expressions of sympathy may be made with floral arrangements
or donations to The Chancel Choir, First Christian Church
(Disciples of Christ), III North Fifth St.. Murray. KY 42071.
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Derek Glisson Memorial
Agriculture Scholarship
established at MSU
Robert Swift of Murray, In
memory of his grandson. Derek
Glisson, has established the
Derek Glisson Memorial Agnculture Scholarship at Murray
State University
Glisson died in August of
2007 from inuries sustained in
a fanning accident.
A 2004 graduate of Calloway
County High School. Glisson
was active in the Calloway
County PTA where he served
as chapter sentinel during his
senior year. While majoring in
agriculture at MSU he was a
member of the Block & Bridle Club. Glisson was also an
active member of the Poplar
Spring Baptist Church where
he participated in many youth
programs.
"Derek was very well
thought of by everyone." said
Swift. "He was always considerate and friendly with the
elderly people in his corrununity."
Tony Brannon, dean of the
MSU School of Agnculture
said. "Derek Glisson was a great
young man. His combination of
agricultural knowledge and
experience combined with an
unbelievable work ethic served
as an example for all. I commonly encourage our students
to get an 'education' instead
of just a degree. Derek.
although naturally quiet and
reserved, had become active
in several clubs and organizations and worked on his professional and leadership development. He was truly seeking
a complete 'education.'
"Although losing Derek in
the tragic farm accident was
one of the worst things that
his family, friends and our
MSU aglicultuie idimly lids
endured in the past, we can
take some solace that the efforts
to honor his memory through
the Derek Glisson Memorial
Agricultural Scholarship will

Annual Golden Pond Area
Schools Reunion Saturday

lo's
Datebook

Youth Sports Association of Murray (baseball/softball) will have a rebate night Thursday from 5 p.m. to midnight at Nicks. Customers are asked to put their receipts into the
designated box for the group

SS representative at library
Photo provited
GUEST SPEAKER: Pictured is Dr. Tiche Allen, Family
Practice, speaking to community members at the Calloway
County Senior Citizens Center. She discussed questions a
person should always ask your doctor. Dr. Allen is a physician
at the Murray Medical Associates Practice of MurrayCalloway County Hospital

Derek Glisson
have a positive impact on many
students in the future and assist
them in obtaining their 'education." Brannon added
The MSU School of Agriculture presented Derek's parents. Bill and Jeanna Glisson.
with his posthumous degree
and named Derek an Honorary
Commissioner of Agriculture
at the December 2007 Commencement ceremony.
Recipients of the scholarship must be full-time students
at MSU pursuing a degree in
agriculture. Preference will be
given to graduates of Calloway
County High School and members of the Calloway County
FFA.
For more information on the
Derek Glisson Memorial Agriculture Scholarship and other
endowments, contact the MSU
Scholarship Office at 809-3225
or at scholarship.office@murraystate.edu. Anyone wishing
to contribute to the Derek Glisson
Memorial Agriculture
Scholarship can do so by sending a donation to the MSU
Office of Development, 106
Development Center, Murray,
KY 42071,

Murray Independent School
District announces fee days
A summer open house will
be held at Murray Elementary
School on Thursday. July 31
from 7:30 a.m, until noon in
the gymnasium. During this
time class lists and information will be available regarding the new school year.
Prior to the Aug. 12 first
day of school, a Back to School
Round Up will be held at Murray Elementary School on the
playground. The event will
be held to welcome the new
school year to families. Complimentary food, fun and fellowship will be provided.
A Murray Middle School
general information and fee
day will also be conducted at

20, 2009
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Features will include The White House,
National Cathedral, Arlington Cemetery,
The Smithsonian & Monticello.
Cost $863 per person double. $1,125 single $716 triple
Deposit of $125 due b) July I. 2008
Call Today For More Information!
270-7594852

www.bankofcadiz.com
630 North 12th Street
Murray, KY

We Make it Simple!

Murray Middle School on July
31 from 7:30 a.m. until 3:30
p.m.
Murray High School freshman students are invited to
attend a freshman orientation
Aug. 1 from 8 a.m. until 3
p.m. During this time, freshman may pick up their schedules and locate their classrooms and also pay their fees.
(Fees are established based on
class curriculum.)
MHS seniors will be able
to pick up their schedules July
29 from 8 until 11 a.m.. and
12 -3 p.m, ; MHS Juniors July
30 from 8-11 a.m.. 12-3 p.m.;
and MHS Sophomores July 31
from 8-11, 12.-3.

Elder receives scholarship
award for over four years
Courtney Elder, a 2008 graduate of Calloway County High
School has been awarded a
scholarship by International
Business Machines. The scholarship award is $32.000 over
four years.
Elder is the daughter of Bill
and Rose Elder. She was active
in the band and academic team
in high school. She was voted
Best All-Around Senior Girl
for 2008.
She serves on the altar at
St. Leo Catholic Church. She
will attend the University of
Notre Dame in the fall and
major in chemical engineering.
IBM's Thomas J. Watson
Memorial Scholarship Program
recognizes academic excellence
among high school students
planning to pursue a traditional baccalaureate degree at an
accredited four-year college,
university or military academy
in the United States. It is open
to children of IBM employees
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Beef Kabob
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ettuccini Alfredo

',Wert mut-mate,' tot
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Classic Spaghetti

Woodmen of World Lodge 170 will meet tonight at 6 at
the lodge hall. A Hawaiian Luau will be after the business
meeting.

TOPS # Ky. 623 Chapter will meet today at 5 at First
Christian Church fellowship hall. lit North Fifth St. Weighin will be from 5 to 5:30. For information cal! Johna at 227
9521.

Murray Singles will meet

CCHS Class of 1998 plans event
Courtney Elder
in the U.S. The Education Testing Service selects winners
based on their SAT or ACT
scores, demonstrated leadership,
and junior year academic performance.

ly at the home of her grandparents. Keith and Debbie Pardue of Almo.
She is the daughter of Derek
and Jennifer Plummer of Collierville. Tenn., and also the
granddaughter of Debbie Plummer of Murray.
Several family members
were in attendance and were
served lunch. followed by cake
And ice cream.

Calloway County High School Class of 1998 will have its
10-year class reunion on Saturday, Aug. 16, from 7 p.m. to
midnight at the Murray Country Club. For more information
contact Jason Pittman.

Angel Alert issued
An Angel Alert for a car or truck in good running condition for a single mother with two children has been issued by,
the Calloway County Family Resource Center. Any one having one to donate is asked to call the center at 762-7333.
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MHS Class of 1988 plans reunion
The Murray High School class of 1988 is currently making
plans for a 20-year reunion. All class members should e-mail
their contact information to David McDowell at david.medowellrA.murray.kyschools.us or by visiting the alumni-reunion section of the Murray City Schools web page.

Need Line lists items needed
Need Line has issued a new list of items needed to replenish the pantry for the clients. They are salmon, tuna, cereal,
oat meal. spinach. Sauerkraut, spaghetti sauce, pinto beans,
instant dry milk. instant potatoes, spaghetti, tomatoes and Boost
or Ensure (this is a nutritional drink for the cancer clients) for
the pantry; eggs and bread for freezer/cooler; dish liquid. toilet paper, bleach, size 4 and 5 diapers and shampoo for personal hygiene and cleaning supplies; and large brown paper
bags. These items may be taken to the Need Line building at
638 South Fourth St.. Murray, between 10 a.m. and 4 p.m.,
Monday through Friday. For information call 753-6333.

Donations requested
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Lodge meeting tonight

Murray-Calloway County Park Swimming Pool is now open
for the 2008 schedule. Mike Sykes, aquatics director of the
park, said "the pool will be open from noon to 7 p.m.. Monday through Saturday, and from I to 6 p.m. on Sunday."
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Chicken Parmigiana

Woodmen of the World Lodge 592 will meet Thursday at
6 p.m. at Coldwater Barbecue, US Hwy. 61 North.

Aubrey Nicole Plummer celebrated her first birthday recent-
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Cajun Alfredo

Lodge meeting on Thursday

Alzheimer's Disease Education/Support Group will meet
today at 4:30 in the board room of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. A video on "Maximizing Cognitive Functional Abilities" from the Alzheimer's Association will be shown. For
more information call Cindy Ragsdale, LSW, at 762-1278.
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Calloway County High School Based Decision Making Council will meet Wednesday at 3:45 p.m, in the media center.

Alzheimer's Group will meet
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CCHS Council will meet

Al-Anon will meet tonight at 6:30 at First United Methodist
Church. Enter from the southside rear door located ;tear the
playground The only requirement is that there be a problem
of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or friend.
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Veterans and their families will be given free counseling
and assistance in filing claims for state and federal benefits
Wednesday from 9 a.m. to noon at the National Guard Armory
at Murray. Ron McClure, regional field representative of Kentucky Department of Veterans Affairs, will give the assistance.
For information and appointments, call 1-877-812-0840 or email ronald.mcclure@ky.gov. Walk-ins will be assisted as time
permits.

Al-Anon meeting Tuesday

Grilled Chicken Breast

H
Chicken Tenders
Chopped Steak
)

Assistance for veterans planned

Murray Singles (SOS) is scheduled to meet tonight at 7 at
the Calloway County Public Library. For information call Pat
at 489-2909 or Mike at 873-2336.

Tuesday - Sunday 11:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.

M

Southwest Elementary School Based Decision Making Council will meet Thursday at 3:30 p.m. at the school.

Park swimming pool open

EACH INCLUDES A FREE SALAD

mitri
'
s Chicken

Southwest council will meet

Plummer celebrates birthday

"
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8 Oz. marinated Sirloin
)
Di
8 Oz. Ribeye

A Social Security representative will be at the Calloway
County Public Library on Thursday from 10:30 a.m. to 12:30
p.rn, and will assist in filing claims. For more information call
toll free at 1-800-772-1213 or the Mayfield office at 1-270247-8095.

TOPS Group will meet

TOM'S
GRILLE
veuret
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YSA plans promotion

By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor
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Thc annual Golden Pond Ares Schools
Reunion wW be Saturday at 10 a.m. at
the Fenton Airport Pavilion in and Between
the Lakes, located just past the Euners
Ferry bridge on US Hwy. 68. A potluck
picnic will be spread about noon.
Former faculty members and students
of all the area schools are invited. For
information contact Wendell Wallace at 1270-522-6721.

Ashley Plummer

The Gentry House Homeless Shelter and House Domestic
Crisis Center, both of Murray, are partnering up and asking
for help with items needed to assist clients that have been
misplaced front their permanent homes. Many of these individuals have children. Items may be taken to their office at 629
Broad St., Ext.. between the hours of 8 a.m. and noon. Monday through Thursday. Both offices are United Way agencies
and located in the same building. For more information call
761-6802 or 759-2373.
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Justice Bill Cunningham
visits Calloway County
Kentucky Supreme Court
Justice Bill Cunningham spent
Saturday afternoon visiting Calloway County. Accompanied
by his good ffiend, Jailer Phil
Hazle, he arrended the Rotary
Club's 9th annual Soap Box
Dirby.
There, Justice Cunningham
visited with parents and several Rotarians, including long
time friend, Pete Lancaster."My
job as a state Supreme Court
justice is not nearly as important as what volunteer groups,
such as the Rotary Club, are
doing at the local level for
our youngsters," the Justice
commented. This is where the
real difference is made.•
his trip to Hazel was a nostalgic one for Justice Cunningham. His grandfather. R.D.
McCuistion, moved to Hazel
after his farm was purchased
for the impoundment of Kentucky Lake. He lived there on
State Line Road until his death.
Also, Cunningham's uncle arid
aunt. Ray and Myrtle Lassiter,
were long time residents of
Hazel. Lassiter owned and operated a feed store just across
the state line and lived on the

Kentucky side of the road near
the railroad.
'My mother came from a
huge Blood River family," Cunningham said, and I remember coming to my grandfather's
in Hazel during Christmas time
where both his and Uncle Ray's
houses were bulging with kids
and relatives. There was a lot
of 'sleeping at the foot of the
bed. and those are wonderful
memories for me."
His wife. Paula, a publisher of cookbooks and regional
publications in Kuttawa, was
also in Hazel at the Corner
Shop. which is owned by Joy
Waldrop and Pat Seibert, for
a book signing of several of
her recipe books.
Justice Cunningham was
elected to the state's highest
court in November of 2006,
after having served as Circuit
Judge for Caldwell, Livingston,
Lyon and Trigg counties. He
is also the author of several
regional history books. His latest,'A Distant Light." recounts
the story of the near lynching
of a circuit judge in Murray
in 1917.

Photo provided

STUDENTS OF MONTH: Calloway County Middle School's
sixth grade Students of the Month for May were

pictured,

Jeremy Duncan, Rebecca Downy and Hunter Bucy and not
pictured, Kacy Horton. These students were chosen because
of outstanding character, work habits, behavior and cooperation with their peers arid teachers.

Jobs selected as recipient
of special Graves Award
Murray native Rick Jobs,
an associate professor of history at Pacific University in
Oregon, has been selected as
a recipient of a 2008 Graves
Award in the Humanities.
The Arnold S. Graves and
Lois S. Graves Awards are
administered by Pomona College under the auspices of the
American Council of Learned
Societies. The award honors
outstanding accomplishments
by faculty in the humanities
at private, liberal-arts colleges.
Jobs' award will support his
sabbatical research work titled
Ambassadors:
"Backpack
Youth, Travel. and European
Integration" in 2009. According to Prof. Jobs. 'Backpack
Ambassadors" brings together
two phenomena of the postwar period in western European history examined through
the cultural practice of travel:
The emergence of a transnational youth culture and the
process of European integration.
Jobs was awarded tenure at
Pacific University in 2007 and
his new book. "Riding the New
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Wave: Youth and the Rejuvenation of France after the Second World War"(Stanford University Press, 2007), has been
named winner of the 2007 Outstanding Academic Title Award,
sponsored by Choice magazine, and will be available in
paperback later this year.
His book tells the story of
France's remarkable transformation in the 1940s and 1950s
through the exhaustive study
of the role of youth and youth
culture in France's rejuvenation and cultural reconstruction in the aftermath of war,
occupation, and collaboration.
Jobs attended University
School and Southwest Schools
and graduated from Murray
High School in 1987. He holds
bachelor arts and master degrees
from Murray State and a Ph.D.
degree from Rutgers University, which he obtained in 2002
He lives in Portland. Ore.,
with wife, Kimberly Brodkin
and their two-year-old daughter. Greta. Jobs is the son of
Sid and Loretta Jobs of Murray.

flnouncemen1

Audrey Nell Norsworthy
Ryan and Candice Norswortrhy of Murray are the
parents of a daughter. Audrey
Nell Norsworthy, born on Friday. May 16, 2008, at 8:50
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The baby weighed 8 pounds
and measured 20 inches.
Grandparents are Cindy
Chrisman-Veach, Donna and
Danny Dunn, and Rick and
Rachelle Norsworthy, all of
Murray.

To place an
ad call ci--zt
753-1916 Cjii
Audrey Nell Norsworthy
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Handmade quilt brings two persons together
By VICKY LANE
Mrs Tylene Cunningham
Clark. Cadiz. and Jesse Oakley. Murray. met the first time
on Feb. 28, 2008, even though
Oakley knew and remembered
Mrs. Clark's parents, Alec and
Gertrude Cunningham. Mr.
Oakley carried a handmade quilt
to show Mrs. Clark and to
share his story that connected
them.
Oakley, of Golden Pond.
lived in Hopkinsville, for a short
time and drove a truck for a
Wholesale Grocery Co. who
delivered groceries to small
stores in communities in and
around Christian County.
Jesse made weekly deliveries to the Rockcastle community in Trigg County at the
store operated in the home of
Alexander 'Alec" Cunningham
and his wife, Gertrude Wallace Cunningham. Mrs. Cunningham asked Jesse if he would
like to buy a chance on a quilt
top that was made by ladies
of the community. This lovely quilt was made in 1937 in
the popular flower garden pattern with 2,365 small pieces.

Photo provided

Pictured are Jesse Oakley, left, and Tylene Cunningham
Clark with the quilt that Oakley won in 1937
Jesse had 20 cents and bought
two tickets,

Time passed and one day
while making a delivery Mrs.

Cunningham told Jesse he had
won the flower garden quilt
top. She also told him some
of the ladies didn't think he
should have the quilt top as'
he was not a member of the
community. but Mrs. Cunningham said Jesse bought the two
tickets and the quilt top would
he his.
•
Jesse's wife, Lila. quilted
the beautiful quilt with cotton
batting and a green backing
and their family has used it
for many years. Jesse is now
95 years old and Lila is at
the age of 92 and they live
in Calloway County after moving from the Land Between
the Likes area in the 1960s.
Their daughter and son-in-law
are Vickey and Jimmie Lane
of Cadiz and their son and
daughter-in-law are M.C. and
Faye Oakley of Murray.
Mrs. Tylene Cunningham
Clark, the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. "Alec" Cunningham. is
97 years old and lives in the
Rockcastle community. The
Cunningham's granddaughters
are Linda Rudy and Brenda
Harper, both of Cadiz.

NENN1011
Miurray High School has
released the honor roll for the
fourth nine weeks as follows:
NINTH GRADE
All As
Steven T. Arnold, Lindsey
C. Capps, Robert Cignoni, Anna
E Dawson, Molly R. Griffin,
Ian L. Holmes, Drew D. Kelleher. Rebecca Grace Kilby, Brandon Kipphut. Caitland McClure.
Landon D. Russell, Jordan M.
Smith, Nicholas Anthony Vilardo, David C. Vinson and Sarah
N. Wooten.
AU As and Bs
Tayler Davan Alvey, Lauren M. Bierbaum, Alexandra
M. Bloodworth, Landon T.
Boggess, Jordan D. Brock,
Jacob W. Carver, Rebecca L.
Cole, Matthew P. Deese, Travis
W. Durr, Meagan Grace
Edwards, Jacob C. Hamm.,
Rachel A. Henderson, Amber
A. Huber, Daniel Hughes, EunJi
Jo. Nathan G. Kennedy, Kyle

Michael B. On, Koki Shirota,
Corey J. Slaughter. Mark A.
Stubblefield, Erin E. Trevathan,
Chelcie K. Winchester and
Chloe E. Zimmerer.
All As and Bs
Claire C. Barnett, Megan
Glenna Belknap, Jordan M.
Benton, Hannah B. Boone. Taylor F. Butler. Hannah L.
Cochran, Cassidy V. Copeland,
Chase Hayden Darnell, Sara
E. Darnell, Autumn R. Denton, William G. Doran, Brock
C. Downey, Morgan E. Graham, Shelley L. Green, Timothy R. Greer. Penny Lee Hammond. Meghan C. Henry, Shelby A. Johnson, Zachary L.
Lambert, Beth M. Parker-Bell,
Tanner R. Richeerson, Eun
Gyeong Shin, Morgan E. Steiner. Aron T. Sweeney, Jacob R.
Thiede, Jacqueline Elizabeth
Vilardo, Charles Dillon Ward
and Yang Zhou.
11TH GRADE
A. Lewis, Shannon Diane
AU As
McClellan, Glen R. Olive, KatAlex M. Adams. Grant T.
rina M. Olson. Lauren J. Owens. Adams, Eric Tyler Alvey. Jacob
Jacqueline
F. Richardson, D. Bell, Dylan Wayne BenMegan E. Shoulberg, Niko M. ningfield. Shelby L. Blalock.
Sikkel, Zori H. Taylor, Macken- Christin Gong, Mason Christozie L. Webster, Richard J. Welch pher Manning,. Rebecca V. Raj.
and Amanda B. Winchester.
Brooke L. Salley. Nathan James
10TH GRADE
Watson and Jessica M. WhyAll As
bark.
Kullen C. Balthrop, Emily
All As and Bs
G. Benson, Bailey E. Boyd,
Ali M. Adams, Dana R.
Jamie L. Courtney, Allison D. Arneson, Madelyn E. Basiak,
Crawford, Sarah E. Crouch, Katherine
Marie Blocmer,
Emily S. Denham. Paul H. Zachary Charles Buck. KaitGong, Aneshia N. Gray, lyn J. Carpenter, Chalton BaxMichael G. Hyatt, Kristina ter Claywell, Janay E. Coot.
Colleen Kiefer, Michael G. Abby C. Dowdy, Alyssa F.
Mangold, Alexandra N. Nance, Erickson, Anne R. Ferguson,

Rebecca C. Garth. Sarah E. Rideout. Addle L. Rigsby, Jes- •
Garth, Adderley K. Griffo. Brit- sica Michelle Smith., Chess R.
tany M. Harix)le, Christian D. Volp, Caitlin M. Williams. and
Hayes, Stephen J. Hjerpe. Nolan ("riffle L. Wilson.
M. Jackson. David 0. KuykAll As and Bs
endalkl. Hyo Jae Lee. Sudan
Courtney T. Billington. Sarah
Naveen Loganathan, Beau Lashae Brown, Mary K.
Nicholas Mason, April Y. Burgess, Gabrielle Melissa
McCreary, Brooklyn D. McK- Campbell, Colin W. Capps,
inney. Shaelea D. McKinney. Catherine R. Crass, Madeah
Adam M. Peebles. Robert C. D. Daubert, Harley C. Dean.
Puckett, Amber Lynne Ritchard- Whitley J. Evans, Sierra N.
son, Rebecca Renee Scott, Foster, Brett J. Gibson; •
Joseph C. Smith, Sydney A. Leslianne N. Gilson, MacKen,
Smith. Tyler E. Spann. James sie B. Graves, Wesley R. Huf
Keaton Tate. Ethan C. Thoma- fer. Maria Sarah James. Mar- .
son, Hayley Elizabeth Wright vin T. Johnson. Hannah Rose
and Scott H. York.
McAllister.
Christina
J. .
12TH GRADE
McCracken. Leandra Ashley .
Aft As
Perry. Logan B. Pierce, Aaron
Kristin J. Addison, Luis D. Polivick, Camee G. Taylor,
Cignoni. Bradley N. Cobb. Hope E.Travis, Kenneth 1..
Haley J. Haverstock. Shawn Trice and Stephanie Lynn Van
A. Kinsey, Matthew D. Park- Mierlo.
er, Laken E. Peal, Dorothy D.
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LookingBack
10 years ago
Published is a picture of Dale
Lea's ot Murray State University demonstrating a drawing technique to participants in the Summer Art Workshop being held
this week at the tine arts building at MSU The photo was by
Staff Ptkaographer Bernard Kant.
Mr and Mrs. Clay Smith were
iniuned for 72 years May 20.
Births reported include a boy
to Michael and Teresa McMullin
and a girl to Jeremy and Karen
Tolbert, June 5.
20 years ago
Published is a picture of the
group. -Home Remedy... composed of Kim, Anne and Rob
Lough and Dr. Charles Smith
performing at Homeplace 1850
in the Land between the Lakes.
Also pictured is Molly Ross
singing while accompanying herself on the autoharp. Also pictured are Parker Brown and Doug
Nesbitt ot Four Risers Friends
who also performed The photo
was by staff Photographer David
Tuck_
Also pictured are the large
number of students participating
in a program, -Children's Cultural Adventures in Spanish," at
the Calloway County Public
Library.
Rev. and Mrs. Leon Penick
will be married for 50 years
June II
30 years ago
Cleo Sykes has retired as
superintendent of postal operations tor the Murray Post Office
after being associated in the post
office department for over 20
Years.
Tommy D. Fike. Joseph Mark
Winchester. Duane Edward Dycus
and Terry K. Smith will be among
49 boys from the First District
of the American Legion to attend
Bluegrass Boys State at Eastern
State University, Richmond.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Richard Ham-

lin Daniell. May 26
40 years ago
George H Ligon or Murray
Lions Club was named as governor of Distnct 43-K ot the
Lions Club at the 27th annual
state convention held at Owensboro.
Ronald L. Kelley. ,on 4 Mr.
ad Mrs. Sam Kelley of Murray.
was graduated from the University of Louisville School of Medicine in June. He will now be
doing his internship at El Paso,
Texas.
Mr and Mrs. Carl Hopkins will
be manned for 54 years June
12.
50 years ago
Specialist Harold B. Phillips,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
Phillips, was promoted to specialist third class while serving
as a member of the United States
I I th Airborne Division in Germany
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. John D. Clark, a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Milton Bourland Jr., a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Gene Sowell, a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Driver and a boy
to Mr. and Mrs Gerald D. wiles.
60 years ago
Five girls from Calloway
County have been selected to
attend Girls State in Lexington
June 13-16. They are Mary
Jacqueline Wear, Murray High
School, Eva Johnson, Murray
Training School, Pat Lewis, Almo
High School. Hilda Jo McCanush,
Lynn Grove High School, and
Dorothy Sue Stubblefield, New
Concord High School.
Chapters of the Future Homemakers of America at Murray
Training School. Murray High
School and Hazel High School
were named as 'Honor roll"
organizations at the meeting of
the Kentucky Future Homemakers of America held at Murray
State University.

Obituary photos can be
a window into the past
DEAR ABBY: I just read
the letter from the reader (April
7) who was bothered by the
use of youthful pictures of the
deceased in obituaries. I have
heard that criticism bef:.:re, and
it baffles me. People aren't just
who
they
were at 84,
age
the
when they
passed.
What
offends ME
are obituaries
that
describe the
as
person
"lovingly
tending her
By Abigail
tomatoes" or
Van Buren
"a
bingo
devotee."
Why aren't they described as
the sum total of who they
were in each stage of their
lives?
All of us make a difference in the world each day
because of our presence. And
it's our whole lives that do it,
not just the most recent few
years. There are so many things
on this Earth to criticize. A
photograph that was chosen
for someone's obituary should
not be one of them. -- DONNA
IN CONCORD, N.H.
DEAR DONNA: I agree.
However, readers' views on
this subject were varied. As
one person pointed out, your
obituary photo may be "the only
time you get your youth back."
Read on:
DEAR ABBY: I discussed
"Just Call Me Snapshot's" letter with my mother. She suggested that maybe the people
in those pictures were the picture-takers in the family. I

Dear Abby

Todayinliistory
By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, June 10, the
162nd day of 2008. There are
204 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On June 10, 1935, Alcoholics
Anonymous was founded in Akron.
Ohio.
On this date:
In 1865, the Richard Wagner
opera -Tristan und isoide- premiered in Munich. Germany.
In 1907. II men in five cars
set out from the French embassy
in Beijing on a race to Pans.(Prince
Scipione Borghese of Italy was
the first to arrive in the French
capital two months later.)
In 1940, Italy declared war on
France and Britain. Canada
declared war on Italy.
In 1942, the Gestapo massacred 173 male residents of Lidice,
Czechoslovakia, in retaliation for
the killing of a Nan official.

In 1964, the Senate voted to
limit further debate on a proposed
civil rights bill, shutting off a filibuster by Southern states.
In 1967, the Middle East War
ended as Israel and Syria agreed
to observe a United Nations-mediated cease-fire.
In 1977, James Earl Ray, the
convicted assassin of civil rights
leader Martin Luther King it..
escaped from Brushy Mountain
State Prison in Tennessee with six
others: he was recaptured June
13.
In 1978, Affirmed won the Belmont Stakes and with it. horse
racing's Triple Crown.
In 1982, the play -Torch Song
Trilogy," by Harvey Fierstein,
opened on Broadway.
In 1985, socialite Claus von
Bulow was acquitted by a jury
in Providence, R.I., at his retrial
on charges he'd tried to murder

his heiress wife, Martha "Sunny"
von Bulow.
Ten years ago: A jury in Jacksonville, Fla., ordered Brown &
Williamson Tobacco Corp. to pay
nearly SI million to the family
of Roland Maddox. who had died
after smoking Lucky Strikes for
almost 50 years.(However, a Florida appeals court later overturned
the verdict.,
Five years ago: Israeli helicopters fired missiles at a car carrying Abclel Aziz Rantisi. a senior Hamas leader, wounding him'
and killing two others (Israel succeeded in killing Rantisi in April
2004.) ImClone chief Sam Waitsal was sentenced to more than
seven years in prison in connection with a stock-trading scandal.
A rocket holding the first of two
Mars rovers, Spirit, blasted off from
Cape Canaveral, Fla.(Spirit arrived
on Mars in January 2004.)
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DEAR DR. GOTT: I am d
48-year-old female and am enclosing a CD with an MRI on it
provided by my insurance carrier. Kaiser Perrnanente I've had
back problems for years, and the
only relief I get from the pain
is the epidural injections
I can occasionally get.
Between
times, I take
morphine and
many other
pain medications without
relief, The
pain on one
side radiates
By
down one leg
Dr. Peter Gott
to my foot,
and on the other it radiates to
my knee Sometimes ! fall when
my knee doesn't seem to want
to hold me up.
My doctor said surgery is not
an option. I can't determine
whether his decision is because
of the cost involved or for other
reasons. I'm on disability and have
a very limited income. If I had
surgery, I would have to depend
on Social Servicer to help with
the expenses. It may be that they
have already refused my doctor's request. and I don't know
how to find this out. Would it
be a good idea to get another
opinion? Do you have any advice
for me?
DEAR READER: I mu:t
begin by telling you that I am
a primary-care physician, not a
radiologist. The CD you sent
covers only the lumbar/sacral
spine and seems abnormal.
Without knowing all the cir-

know I rarely appear in family photos because I am the
one behind the camera. Perhaps a more recent photograph
of the loved one doesn't exist!
SUSAN IN BLOOMINGDALE, GA.
DEAR ABBY: The use of
photos of the deceased in their
prime is nothing new. Look
at the death masks and statues from ancient Egypt. No
one was depicted ravaged by
time or illness -- ROBERT
FROM COLUMBUS, MONT.
DEAR ABBY: Your reply
to "Snapshot' was that this is
the way for a loved one to
be remembered in his or her
prime. However, I have a more
correct -- and cynical answer.
It's a larger source of income
for the newspaper.
The fees for obituaries are
exorbitant. A simple Sunday
announcement can run more
than 5200. The "helpful" editors have all kinds of stock
phrases they offer that increase
the size of the ad -- and that's
exactly what it is -- and bump
up the cost. Grieving families
often don't realize the cost
until the bill arrives. Like
"Snapshot," I find it ghoulish,
just another way to soak the
grief-stricken. -- PAID THE
BILL, ST. LOUIS

Dr. Gott

DEAR ABBY: The reader
who objected to people using
old photos instead of recent
ones in obituaries is obviously still young. When she looks
at me she sees the white hair,
the sagging skin and other
signs of aging, but my image
of myself is still youthful,
dark-haired and fit. I would
like to use a younger picture
for my obituary -- it's who I
am.
-SOMETIMES
SHOCKED AT THE MIRROR

cumstances, I cannot determine
why your doctor told you that
surgery is not an option Do you
have other medical conditions
that would have a bearing on
the outcome of the procedurel'
As I have said repeatedly. the
benefits must outweigh the risks.
If your doctor believes you could
end up in worse shape than you
are, then he is justified in his
decision.
Could insurance be the issue?
Whether your coverage is through
disability or you have the best
plan money can buy, you are
entitled to proper medical care.
The surgeon will be paid according to regulated state standards
and will make up any perceived
lost funds on other carriers, which,
might pay higher rates. It has
been my position to advise insur:
ance companies of recommended procedures and state my reasons based on the patient's physical condition. If quality of life
is an issue, it must be addressed
and managed appropriately —•
regardless of cost. I have had
to make repeated requests to carriers when I have been rejected.
They don't want exorbitant bills
(despite the fact it's cheaper to
provide necessary surgery than
to provide several types of narcotics every month tor years).
but a doctor doesn't want to see
his patient in constant pain, either.
Begin by making an appointment with your primary-care
physician. Write down all unanswered questions. beginning with
why surgery isn't an option. Take
a friend with you who can maintain an objective view. If you
are still dissatisfied after the visit,
get a second opinion.

CouttractBridge
Inferior Execution
South dealer.
Last-West vulnerable.
NORTH
•9 4
glIJ 65
•A Q 75
•.1 6 3 2
WEST
EAST
•Al 5 3
*Q 10 7 6
•10 4
•9 7 2
•K 10 4 3
•J 8 2
•8 5
•K.Q 107
SOUTH
*K 82
AK 083
•9 6
•A 94
The bidding:
West
North
South
East
I V
Pass
Pass
2•
4
3
Pass
Opening lead — eight of clubs.
In many situations, declarer must
assume a favorable Ise of the opposing cards if he is to make his contract, and then proceed accordingly.
In sonic cases, however, good management as well as good luck may he
required.
Take this ease where North-South
bid aggressisely to reach a shaky
four-heart contract. After taking
East's ten of clubs with the ace,
declarer could see that he was going
to need a considerable amount of

DEAR ABBY: The writer
of that letter overlooks the 20year-old photos of LIVING
people that we see so often
in print media. These people
have also aged (as we all do),
and frankly, the use of an outdated picture is an insult to
our intelligence. I see as pure
fraud putting forth an image
that is not truthful. There oughta be a law. -- CANDID PHOTOGRAPHER IN THE PRESENT
DEAR ABBY: Wait a
minute. I appreciate those old
photos. They give me a glimpse
into people's lives -- who they
were, and who they became.
It has also given me a sense
of my own mortality. Those
images remind me that I, too,
am marching on, and I should
spend time wisely and make
every day count. -- ANOTHER PICTURE IN THE PAPER
•••

luck to get home safely. Unless he
could restrict his losses to two clubv
and the ace of spades, the contract
would go down. This meant that fast
had to hold the ace of spades and
West the king of diamonds.
So at trick two,declarer crossed to
the jack of hearts arid led a spade
toward his hand, winning with the
king after East followed low. A second spade was then taken by West,
who returned his remaining club.
East CaliSeli tire Q-K of clans,
West discarding a spade,Ind then led
a fourth club. Declarer rutted with
the queen of hearts to present West
from overruffing, whereupon West
got rid of his remaining spade. When
South now tried to ruff his last spade
in dummy. West ruffed with the nine
to set the contract.
Iii planning to play East for the
spade ace and West for the diamond
king, declarer had the right idea, but
his execution left something to be
desired. In order for his plan to work,
the diamond finesse had to succeed,
so South should base taken that
finesse at trick two and then proceeded as before.
This world hose left dummy's
jack i)t. hearts in position oserrulT
West on the third round of spades. if
that became necessary., and the contact would have been made.

Tomorrow: Two wrongs make a right
).201101 king Fealurcs S!.rwhcott, Inc

Crosswords
40
41
43
44
45
47

ACROSS

C:k

Surgery denied,
but why?

Dragster
Utter member
Exist
- a premium
Hint of color
Not terribly
difficult
50 Oboe feature
51 Caustic substance
54 Feel poorly
55 Run after
56 Drop - - line
57 Attempt
58 Nut cake
59 Boat implement

1 Bratty kid
4 Garden tool
9 Night before
12 London lay
13 Dazzled
14 Card-game cry
15 Basinger or
Novak
16 Memorable
decades
17 Whacked
weeds
18 Dance all night
20 Madame
- Barry
21 Great Lake st
23 - had it,
24 Movie set
fixture
28 Courtroom vow
(2 wds
30 Scrambled
32 Woolen caps
34 Payable
35 Area of London
36 Tweeted
39 Collar

1

2

3

Answer to Previous Puzzle
SPA WM OMMOM
@MUM UOMUMO
MEM °WHOM MM
WM
MUM 000
OWMO WOO MUM
W000 MOM
MM FE
Z1I MM
MMUIMM IMMO
MEIMM riniMOM
00C1 COM
MMM
WIA MOMMM MOWO
MUMMA MUMMA
MUM MOOD

DOWN
1 Class
2 Miss Piggy s
word
3 Grandeur
4 Dodge
5 Was an
omen of
6 Absent
7 - Moines
8 Meg exec

9 It may
be fragile
10 Striv3 to win
11 Come to the
conclusion
17 Camels backs

IBM
"8

10 1
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ISN'T IT 6REAT MARCIE'
NO SCHOOLWORK TO WORRY
ABOUT. N0T4IN6 TO DO !

I JUST FINISNED
ADDRESSING ALL MY
CI-IKISTMAS CARDS SIR..

di
!ILL CALL YOU AGAIN
IN SEPTEMBER MARCIE

36
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19 Three-toed
sloth
20 Dawn to dusk
21 Kind of doctor
22 Baking potato
24 Weirdest
25 007's alma
mater
26 Betty Ford
program
27 Hacienda
brick
29.Leaye out
31 Mongrel
33 Digress
37 Small fry
38 "Crocodile 42 Film category
45 Split apart
46 Furry red
Muppet
47 Have a hot
dog
48 Ventilate
49 Wily
50 Greek P
52 Stadium cheer
53 Teacup
handle
55 N Y neighbor
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MICHAEL
DANN
SPi'DIA BYTES
NOTI BOOK
The Racers will be running
under the lights, at least for the
first half of the season.
• With football season a mere
86 days away, Matt Griffin and
crew will be getting very accus:omed to playing under the
halogen bulbs of Roy Stewart
Stadium and those that road
opponents have to offer.
Three of Murray State's first
six games of the season are at
home, starting with the season
opener against Lambuth at 7
p.m.
On Sept. 6, MSU hits the
road for a 6 pin, game at Indiana University. The game will
be televised on the Big Ten
Network.
On Sept. 13, Murray State
returns home to host Illinois
State and former coach Denver
Johnson at 6 p.m. This is likely
to be the last time MSU and
ISU play each other.
The following Saturday, Murray State travels to Western
Kentucky to renew their pigskin
rivalry for the first time since
the Racers lost 59-20 back in
2002. No time has been set on
that game yet. WKU officials
have informed Murray State a
decison won't be made until late
July.
Murray State will open up
conference play with regional
nval UT Martin on Sept. 21 at
6 p.m.
The Racers hit the road the
following week. Oct. 4, for a 6
p.m. game at Austin Peay in
Clarksville. Tenn.
From there on out, Murray
State will play under the natural
light of mother nature with no
game starting any later than 4
p.m.
A Homecoming game with
, Tennessee Tech on Oct. II,
begins at 3 p.m. followed by a
date at Jacksonville State on
Oct. IS. beginning at 4 p.m.
On Nov. I, MSU will travel
to Eastern Illinois for a 1:30
p.m. kickoff and will host
SEMO the following week for a
I p.m. matchup.
The last two gaines of the
season, at Eastern Kentucky and
at home versus Tennessee State
will begin at noon and 1 p.m.
respectively.
For Griffin, it is what it is.
Is he a proponent of playing
night games? No. Does he like
playing all day games? Depends.
Will he line up when they tell
his team to? Yes.
"It's the way it's gone and I
think it's the way its going to
go." Griffin said. "There are a
number of factors that go into
it. Television comes into play a
lot, not just from our standpoint
but for other markets such as
Kentucky and Louisville as well.
A lot of 1-AA schools are trying to schedule around some of
the bigger schools in the state if
they arc scheduled on the same
day."
Griffin has also implemented
a new practice time this fall.
The team will begin practice at
8 a.m. and will conclude most
days by 10:30 a.m.
The method for Griffin's
madness'is twofold. One is to
get his team up and at 'em at
an earlier time. Two, so they go
to bed early. and it seems to be
a trend that most schools are
following.
"Anything new has natural
apprehension because there is
change," Griffin said. "I don't
think it will be all that big of a
change from what we did in the
spring. I do like the fact that
they are up earlier, that means
they are in bed earlier. A better
night's sleep would be one of
the first things these guys would
neglect because mom and dad
aren't over them telling them to
go to bed. I think we're going
to nip that problem in the bud
a little bit."
See FOOTBALL,20

e-mail: sportsCumurrayledger.com

OVC ROUNDUP

Coligars added to conference
ovc
ST. LOUIS
TAPS INTO

By OVC
Sports Information
BRENTWOOD. Tenn. -he Ohio Valley Conference
announced on Tuesday that
Southern Illinois University
Edwardsville has been admitted to the conference and will
become the league's I I th member. The move was unanimously approved by the OVC Board
of Presidents at their May 30
meeting.
SIU Edwardsville will officially become a member of
the OVC on July I, 2008
while its athletic programs will
begin competing in the conference over the following
years as the institwion completes its reclassification to

MARKET WITH ADDITION OF SIU EDWARDSVILLE

Division I. All SIUE team
sports will begin regular season competition in the OVC
during the 2011-12 academic
year and will be eligible for
postseason competition in
2012-13. The exception will
be the SIUE softball program
which will be eligible for both
regular season and tournament
competition in 2010-11: the
softball program was the
department's women's sport
designee to be fast-tracked to
Division 1, making it eligible
to compete at the Division I
level prior to other SIUE sports.
"I am very pleased to welcome SIU Edwardsville as a
member of the Ohio Valley
Conference," said Dr. Jon A.

Steinbrecher, OVC Commissioner. "The addition of SIUE
makes us a stronger conference. After our evaluation of
the university, it was clear that
it is a Division I institution.
given the scope and breadth
of its academic and athletic
offerings. We fully expect
SIUE. given its past history
and tradition and the commitment they have shown with
budgets and facilities, to be
very competitive as a Division I institution. The addi
tion also gives us a presence
in the St. Louis market, something that is important to our
league."
SIU Edwardsville is located in Edwardsville, Ill., which

A LOOK AT SIU EDWARDSVILLE
Location
Population
University Founded

Edwardsville lit
25,000
1957
Enrollment
13 398
Chancellor
Dr Vaughn Vandegrift
Athletic Director
Dr B;adley HewM
Spoils Information Director Eric Hess
Nickname
Cougars
Colors
Red and While
School Web site
www siue edu
Athletic Web site
www see eduiATHLETIC

SI U
COUGARS

11050 *EL'

Baseball Men's and Women s Basketball Men's & Women s r.,7oss Country.
Men's & WonvMs Gott Womens Soocer, Softball. Men's & Women's Tennis,
Men's & Women s Indoor Track & Feld, Men's & Women's Outdoor Track &
Field. Volleyball Men s Soccer. Wrestling
(.r.phot JrNooral

is just northeast of St. Louis.
Mo.. the 18th largest media
market in the United States.
The St. Louts metro population includes over 30,000
alumni of Ohio Valley Con-

ference schools, a number that
increases to over 700)0 when
SIUE alumni numbers are factored in.
II See ME,28

SUMMERTIME SNAPSHOT

MICHAEL DANN Ledger & Times
Murray State University Thoroughbreds' pitching coach Paul Wyczawski gives instruction to players at Monda9's Pitcher & Catcher camp at
Reagan Field. More than 30 participants are in the two-day camp, which concludes today. MSU's Hitting Camp will be this Wednesday
and Thursday. The camp session will conclude with an All-Skills Camp on June 16-19 from 9 a.m to noon.

PREP FOOTBALL

Crosstown Classic returns to Stewart
AFTER ONE-YEAR HIATUS, MHS/CCHS RETURNS TO ROY STEWART
By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
After taking a one-year
hiatus, Murray and Calloway
County's football rivalry
game will return to Roy
Stewart Stadium this fall.
The annual matchup once
again serves as
the
seasonopener for both
schools
and
headlines the
local
prep
Ipigskin schedule. which was
released
recently.
After playing the game
at the Murray
State venue for
two consecutive years in
Mc Keel
2005
and
2006. Murray elected to
move the game back to Ty
Holland Stadium last season
after completing renovations
to the facility.
But with Calloway County's turn to host comes a
return to the Racers' pad.
"It's a better venue to

play a game," Laker coach
Josh McKeel said. "The community really gets involved
in that game. To have it
over at Murray State allows
more people to attend.
There's better seating and it
offers a more enjoyable experience for the community."
The series moved to Stewart Stadium in the mid-tolate 90s and both schools
hosted the game there until
2003. when the series took
a two-year break. The rivalry was renewed in 2005 and
returned to Murray State.
Calloway's 27-21 victory
last season tied the series
at 13 wins a piece and a
Laker victory this year would
give the red and blue its
first ever advantage in the
rivalry.
McKee!, who played on
the turf at Stewart Stadium
during his days as a Racer,
says Calloway will likely
always host the game at
Murray State as long as he
remains head coach.
"More than likely, when
it's our home game. we'll
have it at Roy Stewart," he
said. "When you have a facil-

ity like that, especially with
the new turf and all, it gives
the kids an opportunity to
play on a surface that man?,
of them will never have an
opportunity to play on."
After playing Murray, Calloway will face Trigg County, Crittenden County and
Marshall County
before
opening district play on Sept
26 at Lone Oak.
The Lakers' host district
foe Muhlenberg North and
regional
rival
Mayfield
before traveling to Hopkins
County Central for their final
district game.
"With Lone Oak and Hopkins County Central being
on the road, it's a chailenging schedule for us." McKee{ said. "Those district
games are what it's about."
Murray faces McLean
County immediately after
Calloway, then delves headfirst into district play with
back-to-back-to-back dates
against Caldwell County,
Trigg County and Heath.
The Tigers then take three
weeks off from the district
before traveling to Reidland
on Oct. 24.

CALL WAY'COUNTY
DATE
o•OoMerr
Aug 29 vs *WNW
Sept 5 at trturCo %
Soot. 12 Crinfailleh Co
Sere 19 at NINA.Co
Sept 23 lAele Oak*
Oct 3 140,0010689 Nene*
Oct 17 Nleellsicl
Oct 24 at Hopkwe Co Gorwar
Oct 31 Fuller. CO.
Nov 7 at Graves C."

TOM
730
&OD
7:30
730
710
710
7:30
710
730
7:30

• = district game
# = at Roy Stewart Stadium
% = at Wildcat t..1sevrolst Bowl
Alter hilling

he road tot

its first three games. Murray enjoys a five-game homestand in the middle of the
season.
They close out the regular season with a trip to
Owensboro Catholic, a new
foe for the Tigers. Murray's
previous
coaching
staff
added the Aces when they
had trouble scheduling a
game closer to home for the
final week of the season.
"The tough part about that,
the way the new alignment
is in the playoffs, we could
see each other again after
the open week." first-year

MURRAY
DATE
Aug 29
Sept 5
Sept 12
Sept 19
Sept 28
Oct 3
Oct 10
Oct 17
Oct 24
Oct 31

OPPONENT
vs Calloway Co #
at McLean Co
at Caldwell Co
Trigg Co
Heath'
Ballard lAernonal
Futon City
Fuson Co
at Res:fiend'
at Owensboro Catholic

TlISE
7 30
730
130

730
7 30
7 30
730
7 30
7 30
7 30

• = dtstrict game
# = at Roy Stewart Stadium

Murray head coach Steve
Duncan said. "It'd be crazy.
but that's the way it could
work."
Owensboro Catholic plays
out of the Second District
in Class 2A and advanced
to the second round of the
playoffs last season before
falling to eventual state
champion Fort Campbell.
"It's good to end our season with a quality program,"
Duncan said. "But it'd be
nice to end it with a program that's tough, but that's
closer so we could have
more of our fans he a part
of it."
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Ill agency's
bid to buy
Wrigley Field
hits snag
CHICAGO (AP - Negotiations between Tnbune Co.
and a state agency that wants
to buy Wrigley Field have again
broken down over how to
finance the deal, officials from
both sides said Monday.
The problem is coming up
with a transaction that would
not involve taxpayer money
and thus could gain approval
from city and state officials, said
former Gov. Jim Thompson,
executive director of the Illinois Sports Facilities Authority.
Officials with Chicago-based
Tribune told the ISFA its acquisition of the ballpark may
require new taxes or the transfer of sales and amusement tax
revenue from Wrigley Field for
the next 30 years, Thompson
said.
Tribune said it may also
require moving money the ISFA
has already promised for projects at U.S. Cellular Field, the
Chicago White Sox's ballpark
that the ISFA owns, Thompson said.
"ISFA cannot agree to this,"
Thompson said. "In our judgment, there are no votes in the
City Council or in the Illinois
General Assembly for transferred or new taxes for Wrigley
Field. And we cannot break
the promises we have previously made to the White Sox
under our lease terms."
Outside experts believe a
package that includes Wrigley
Field, the second oldest ball
park. in the majors, together
with. ahe Chicago Cubs could
fetch as much as $1 billion
for the cash-crunched media
conglomerate.
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Haverstock Insurance Agency
"iobody can protect your AUTO
better than we can'
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MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL SCOREBOARD

The Calloway County High School boys and girls varsity tennis teams recently
held their annual awards banquet at Murray State University. Laker players receiving awards included (back row, from left) Chris Conner (Academic and Senior
Player Awards), Chantry Carroll (Academic Award), Logan Wallace (Singles and
Most Improved Player), Jake Darnell (110% Player Award), Will Blackford (Academic, Doubles and Leadership Player Awards), Seth Fortenbery (Academic Award)
and Matt McReynolds (Doubles Player and Benson KY Mile Awards). Lady Laker
players (front row, from left) Clara Franklin (Leadership Award), Megan Parks
(Academic, Singles and 110% Player Awards), Sara Taylor (Academic, Benson
Kentucky Mile and Doubles Player Awards), Carrie Crouse (Academic Award),
Amy Winkler (Academic, Single Player and 110% Awards), Teela Etheridge (Academic and Doubles Player Awards), Hannalore Clause (Academic and Most
Improved Player Awards), Lauren Harlan (Academic and Senior Player Awards)
and Tricia Taylor (Academic Award). Not pictured is Blake McReynolds (Academic Award).

The Mustang Baseball
League recently held a
home run competition during the annual YSA tournament. Cole Stetson
(right) finished first and
John Venice (left) finished
second.

SIUE
has won the GLVC Indoor and graduate and graduate degrees Athletics. "In the handful of
From Page 1B
"The addition of SIUE will Outdoor Championships in each in arts and sciences, business, OVC events I have attended,
provide another close, natural of the last four seasons. In education, engineering and nurs- the Conference's high level of
rivalry for us and will be very addition, Astrauskas was named ing as well as professional professionalism and dedication
appealing to our almost 20,000 the 2008 National Coach of degrees in pharmacy and den- stood out. I believe this is a
alumni in the Greater St. Louis the Year by the USTFCCA. tistry. The School of Dental great match for SIUE because
Metropolitan Area," said Dr. The SIUE men's basketball pro- Medicine is ranked among the of the emphasis placed on creating an atmosphere and enviKenneth W. Dobbins, South- gram also experienced nation- best in the nation.
"During the 12 years I was ronment for our student-atheast Missouri State University al success when they advanced
President and current Chair of to the 2006 Elite 8. The Cougars at Murray State University, I letes to compete on a high
the OVC Board of Presidents. basketball teams compete in was impressed by the high academic and athletic level."
The Ohio Valley Conference
The University was found- the Vadalabene Center, which level of OVC competition and
ed. in 1957 and celebrated is is just finalizing a $6 million great rivalries," said Dr. Vaughn is expanding for the first time
Vandegrift, SIUE Chancellor. since 2003 when it added two
50th: year of existence in 2007- makeover.
SIUE is currently in the "We are most pleased to be institutions, including current
08. SIUE sponsors 18 sports
(9 men's sports and 9 women's reclassification process to Divi- joining this association of qual- member Jacksonville State.
The OVC was established
sports) and previously compet- sion I, as the program com- ity universities."
"I was very appreciative of in 1948 and is the eighth-olded as a member of the Divi- pleted its one-year exploratory
sion II Great Lakes Valley Con- period in 2007-08 (when it the OVC's openness, coopera- est Division I conference. With
addition
of
SIU
ference. SIUE won the GLVC's competed against a Division II tion and candidness with SIUE the
All-Sports Trophy and Com- schedule and was eligible for as we are continuing to make Edwardsville, the OVC will
missioner's Cup in 2006-07 for Division li championships). S1U the transition to NCAADivi- include II teams from five
its overall excellence in ath- Edwardsville will compete sion 1 competition," said Dr. states.
letic competition. This past year against a Division I schedule Bia-.! Hewitt, SIUE
the Cougars repeated as GLVC beginning in 2008-09 and will
All-Sports Champions. This conclude the reclassification
year SIUE currently ranks in process in the 2011-12 season.
the Top 25 nationally in the SIUE will become a full DiviWhat other OVC members have to say about
U.S. Sports Academy Direc- sion I program (and eligible
the addition of SIU Edwards
compete
in
Division
I
NCAA
to
tors' Cup standings (final standings have not been released Championships) beginning in
at Wpm - Dmerfelt or killEINS
yet) after finishing fourth in the 2012-13 season.
arr Wow Sum lkomosrev
13,500
students.
With
nearly
2006 and I I th in 2007.
"Murray State welcomes the addition
The Cougars have claimed SIUE is ranked among U.S.
SIVE to the OVC tainity. Not only
17 national championships, News & World Report's Top
most recently with the softball 10 public master's level unithey possess many of the same
team winning the 2007 Divi- versities in the Midwest region.
actortst'ics of current OVC members.
sion II national title under head For three years in a row. U.S.
enhance the conference by capturing
News
has
named
SILT
among
coach Sandy Montgomery
another media market in St. Louis."
Other recent success include -America's Best Colleges" for
the men's track and field pro- its Senior Assignment Program:
gram. which has won eight of the program was also recogKW SAMS - Concree Amin=
its last nine conference indoor nized in 2007 as a national
lEamots KEItliCKY 1/811118181TY
assessment
and outdoor championships model for learning
"SIU Edwardsviiie will be an
under head coach David by the Association of Ameriaddition to OVC. The instit
Astrauskas, and the women's can Colleges & Universities.
The University offers underiosophy, academically and athieftalty: Is
track and field program which
very similar to our current members."

SOUND OFF

CASTLEMAN TIRE
S REPAIR, INC.
1880 State Rt. 121 Se., alayfittld • 247.5866
&may • Friday • 7:00 4.m.•5:00 p.m.

IRE
'MICHELIN •GOODYEAR .DAYTON
•TOY0 *FIRESTONE •KUMI-10

GREAT SERVICE
-Alignment
'Brakes
'Shocks
'Struts

• •

•Transmission Flush
'Coolant Flush
'Belts, Hoses
'Used Tires

Do. Dove
vhst,IreirOF Fisrmoo Komar( thooraurrY
baa.eve the OVC has made an addition of which we can be proud. SiU
Eciwandaville is a nice fit for our league
and I look forward to future competitions
between the Cougars end our Colonels."

DR. klitiviri N. 1141101804 Penmen Of TIMM= SUITE
'"ISO is extremely pleased to we:"
610 Edwardsville to the OVC. The
tion of this outstanding university will
vide another spirited and competitive
lobo rivalry for the conference."

Da. TIKIMAS RAMS - Cilimecasm or 71X
Uponnerry or Towner Ar
-SIUE will be an asset for oJi conference and I expect their location and facilities wM provide a positive venue for our
student-athletes."

American League Standings
All Rm.. CDT
East Division
L Pct GB
W
40 26 606
Boston
38 26 594
Tampa Bay
33 33 500
Toronto
'32 32 500
New Yon.
7
31 31 500
Baltimore
Central Division
W
L Pat GB
37 26 587
Chicago
31 33 484 8 1/2
Minnesota
29 35 453 81/2
Cleveland
11
26 37 413
Detroit
25 39 39112 1/2
Kansas City
Wesi Division
L Pet GB
W
39 26 600
Los Angeles
4
Oakland
34 29 540
7
32 33 492
Texas
23 41 35915 1,2
Seattle

Monday's Games
Kansas City 3 N Y Yankees 2
Chicago White Sox 7, Minnesota 5
Cleveland 8 Detroit 2
Seattle 3 Toronto 2. 10 innings
Tampa Say 13. LA Angels 4
Tuesday's Games
Batten‘we f0 Cabrera 5-2) at Boston
(Beckett 6-4), 505 p m
Minnesota (Baker 2-0) at Cleveland
(Sabath* 3-8). 6.05 p rr
Chicago White Sox (Contreras 6-3) at
Detroit (Robertson 3-6(605 pm
Seattle (Silva 3-6) at Toronto
(McGowan 4-4), 6:07 p.m
Texas (Millwood 4-3) at Kansas City
(liAeche 3-8), 7. 10 P•m
N Y Yankees(Wang 6-2) at Oakland
(Eveland 4-4). 9:05 p.m.
Tampa Bay (Shields 4-4) at L A Angels
(Jet Weaver 5-6). 905 p.m
Wednesday's Games
Seattle (F.1-lemandez 4-5) at Toronto
(Marcum 5-3). 11:37 am
Tampa Bay (Kazmir 6-1) at LA Angels
(Lackey 2-11. 235 p.m
Baltimore (Olson 5-11 at Boston (Colon
3-1). 605 p m
Minnesota (Blackburn 4-4) at Cleveland
(Byrd 3-5). 6:05 p rn
Chicago White Sox (Vazquez 6-4) at
Detroit (Verlander 2-9), 605 p rrr
Texas (Padilla 7-3) at Kansas City
(Davies 2-0( 7.10 p m
N Y Yankees (Rasner 3-3) at Oakland
(Duchscnerer 5-4}. 905 p.m

National League Standings
All Times CDT
East Division
W
L Pot GB
39 26 600
Philadelphia
4
34 29 540
Florida
32 32 500 612
Arterial
30
32
484
7
1
2
New Yon,
25 40 385
14
Washington
Central Division
W
L Pct GB
•
40 24 625
Chicago
38 27 585 2 11 *
St Louis
33
30
524
6
172
Milwaukee
8
32 32 500
Houston
31 33 434
9
Pittsburgh
31 34 477 9 1/2
Cincinnati
West Division
W
L Pct GB
--34 30 531
Anzona
30 33 475 3 1.2
Los Angeles
29 35 453
5
San Francisco
28 37 431 61.2
San Diego
24 39 381 9 1,2
Colorado

Monday's Games
Pittsburgh 5. Anzona 3
Cincinnati 9 Florida 4
San Francisco 3 Washington. 2
Tuesday's Games
Washington (Redding 6-3) at Pittsburgh
(Maholm 4-5) 6 05 p m
Anzona (Owings 6-4i at N Y Mets
(Maine 6-4). 6 10 p.m
Philadelphia (Myers 3-7) at Florida
(Nolasco 5-4) 6.10 p in,
St Louis (Boggs 0-0) at Cincinnati
(Bailey 0-1). 6 10 p.m
Atlanta (Giavine 2-2) at Chicago Cubs
(Lilly 5-5). 7.05 P.m
Milwaukee (McClung 3-2) at Houston
(Oswalt 4-6), 7.05 P m
San Francisco (Mitch 0-2) at Colorado
(Cook 8-3), 805 p m
LA. Dodgers (Kershaw 0-1) at San
Diego (Maddux 3-41 9 05 pm
Wednesday's Games
Washington (Lannan 4-6) at Pittsburgh
(Snell 2-6), 605 p m
Arizona (Webb 11-2) at N Y Mets
(Pelirey 2-6), 6:10 p m
Philadelphia (Kerne(s 6-4) at Flonda
Niller 4-5), 6:10 p m
St Louis (Looper 7-5) at Cincinnati
(Cueto 5-5). 6 10 p.m
Atlanta (Jurrjens 6-3) at Chicago Cubs
(Dempster 7.21, 705 p m
Milwaukee (Parra 4-2) at Houston
(Backe 4-7), 705 p m.
San Francisco (Lincecum 8-1) at
Colorado (Jimenez 1-6), 805 p.m
LA Dodgers (Billings(ey 4-6) at San
Diego (Wott 4-4). 905 pm

UK again leads nation in
basketball attendance
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP)Kentucky averaged 22,554,
The Kentucky and Louisville fans per game at Rupp Arena:
basketball teams might not have during the 2007-08 season. tops:
made it to the top five in the
in the nation for the 12th time:
polls last season, but the Wildcats and Cardinals had no trou- in 13 years and the 20th time
ble cracking a different top in the 32 years since Rupp
five.
opened.

•Football
From Page 18
Keeping The
Schedule Theme
The Murray State University soccer team will open on
Aug. 16 with an exhibition
match at Mercer University
against the Bears in Macon,
Ga.
Beth Acreman and her
girls also will play Western
Kentucky this fall. Only the
game won't be at Bowling
Green, it will be a part of
the Belmont Showcase, a
tournament hosted by Belmont in Nashville, Tenn., on
Friday, Sept. 12.
Win or lose, the Racers
will play Belmont on Sunday,
starting at 2:45 p.m.
They Said It
In a recent interview on
the Morehead State University
athletics homepage, Eagles
head coach Donnie Tyndall
said. "On paper, Murray State
will be my pick to win the
league (this upcoming year)."
Tyndall also noted that if
UT Martin guard Lester Hudson is not drafted by the
NBA and does return to
school, the S.kyhawks are an
"instant contender."
Stockpiling
Murray State volleyball
coach David Schwepker has
gotten a verbal commitment
from a recruit, only it'll have
to wait until the 2009 season
before it comes to fruition.
According to a story in
the Southeast Missourian,
Central High School's Wendi
Zicfield has given Schwepker
a verbal commitment to play
volleyball at MSU, starting in
2009.
The 6-foot-2 Zickfield is a
two-sport star, enjoying success in both basketball and
volleyball. She averaged 16.4
points per game and 6.7
rebounds per game and was
named the Southeast Missourian Player of the Year for
the Tigers this past season.
On the other side, she finished with 166 digs, 67 aces
and 280 kills as a hitter on

the vollleyball team.
"Volleyball and basketball,
I've been in love with them
both," Zickfield told the
newspaper on May 30th. "It
was one of those things that
it was a hard decision, but it ,
ended up being volleyball jug:
because it was better for me
and my personality to play
volleyball instead of basketball.
"Murray State is a place
that is close to my home. It's.
only 2 1/2 hours away, it's
close to Kentucky Lake and
it's close enough to where
my dad and mom can come
down and watch me play
whenever they wanted to."
Zickfield plans to sign her
letter of intent during the
November signing period.
Around The League
• Former Austin Peay
women's basketball assistant
Camryn Whitaker is now the
new assistant at Missouri
State. Whitaker just completed
her second season at APSU.
Originally from Cynthiana,
Ky., Whitaker played point
guard for the Lady Hilltoppers.
• Fomer UolL basketball
player Everick Sullivan will
Join Jeff Neubauer's staff at
Eastern Kentucky. For the
Cardinals, Sullivan ranks 15th
in scoring (1,583 points).
ninth in steals (393) and 10th
in 3-point percentage (.365).
TODAY'S tiNEUP SPONSORED BY
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TV, radio
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
7 p.m.
WGN
Atlanta at Chicago Cuts
NBA BASKETBALL
8 p.m
ABC - Playoffs, finals, game 3,
Boston at l A Lakers
2 a.m.
ESPN - Playoffs, finals game 3
Boston at L A Lakers idelayed tape
WNBA BASKETBALL
6 p.m.
ESPN2 - Connectkut at Minnesota
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We want to take this time to thank [
every one for the cards, phone calls, food,
flowers and all the prayers that we
received during our time of sadness for
the los of our loved one Dwayne
Burkeen.
We also thank Bro. Lewis for his words
of comfort, Imes-Miller for their help
COUNTY
HOSPITAL
with the service. Thanks to Purchase
Cancer Group and Hospice for all their
care of Dwayne during his long illness.
Moiene Burkeen
Esther McMahon
$20,000 Sign on Bonus for PT's
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Notice
PUBLIC NOTICE

The Murray Planning Commission will hold a public
hearing on Tuesday, June 17. 2008 at 5.00 p.m. in •
She council chambers of City Hall located at 104 N
0th Street to consider the designation of properties
within the proposed Historic Overlay District. The
proposed boundaries are located east to west from
the KWT Railroad tracks to 7th Street and north to
south from Olive Street to Elm Street

Ith time

.! Rupp

The Murray Board of Zoning Adjustments will hold
the following public hearings on Wednesday. June
19, 2008 at the above mentioned location to review
the following Dimensional Variance applications
,
- Request to temporarily use accessory structure for
dwelling purposes - 30 Romano Way - Sean and
Huong Kelly
- Requeata for additions! aquani footage to freestanding signs - 1302 Main Street & 21815 US HWY
641 North - Heritage Sank
you have any questions!, feel tree to contact the
Murray Planning Department at 270-782-0330

If

Richard Vanover, Chairman
Murray Planning Commission
Bill Whitaker. C'hairmao
Murray BZA
Candace Dowdy, City Planner
City of Murray
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Account Executive
Dialog Telecommunications
Job Description:
respons bie for veiling the
company's voice and datawersices to new business
clients through establii.hment, development. arid
maintenance Of CUSIOCUCT relationships. Monthly
sales quota will be achieved through cold calling
and lead follow-up. This position will be based 111
Paducah, KY. reporting directly to the Vice
President of Sales who is based in Paducah.
Compensation will include base pay, commission,
and benefits AE can expect to earn $80K and
over-achievers can expect to rare in excess of
SlOOK
EACCUIISC is

Please respond with attached email and cover
tette: to- Jayme Gholson, VP Sales
jayme@calldialog.corn

child's pet.
Sable & White,

GOAL oriented, good
hearted,
energetic
team members needed. Mufti county state
contracted agency has
openings for 7 to 10
competent,
career
minded iedividuals to
complete Our team.
This is your chance to
make a real impact on
the lives of others. All
training provided to
achieve state level cartitic:a.ore Limited openings on all shifts in multiple locations. Please
cal; 270-767-1543 for
more information or to
schedule an interview
or drop in to apply at
404 North 4th Street
Suite D, Murray, M-F
9:00-3:00. Part time
and full time positions,
great lob tor college
students, hard working
individuals and proven
professionals.
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS, full-time, training provided, must be
dependable,
pay
hourly rate and bonuses Apply in person:
Signmasters, 8503 US
Hwy 68 East, Benton
(Fairdealing)
MARKETING
Pleasant voices needed for easy phone
work. No selling.
Immediate full/part
time positions. Work
Monday-Friday. $7$16 per-hour. Paid
weekly. Call 753-9024.
NOW taking applications for ail positions
and all shifts. Apply
In person at Sonic
Drive-in, 217 S. 12th
St., Murray, KY. No
phone calls,
WANTED, Tutor MSU
student, majoring in
electrical engineering.
Call 731-642-8843 or
731-3363875

Immediate full-tirne and PRN Medical
Technologist position available for afternoon shift Salary commensurate with experience. Excellent benefit package. Interested
applicants may send resumes to.

C.0111

Ritzy is Lost.

Companion &

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

WEEKEND Murray
Paducah Combination
Real Estate Licensing
class. $320 DP, $44
weekly through Nov.
lsi. Murray Chamber
Commerce, 9-12 270223-0789.
delosseaderns0yahoo

Medical Technologist

South 16th area.

wearing red collar.

e

761-6090
Great
MISSING
Pyrenees. large while
dog. 759-4533.
753-7708.

Mee
DISCLAIMER

istant
nv the

To appl) send resume to:
Murray Calloway County Hospital
Human Resources Department
/103 Poplar Street
Murray, KY 42071
Email:

Required Skills. 1 yr of business to business sales
xpenente or i4 yr college degree.
Desired Skills: PreviOUS telt:COM sales experience
Start Date. July 1,2008
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MCCH offers a comprehensive compensation
and benefits package. Three-year commitment
required.

All interested persons are invited to attend and participate in this meeting If further information in
needed, please contact Dana Wright with Murray
Main Street at 270-759-9474. Matt Mattingly,
Director of Administration with City of Murray or
Candace Dowdy. City Planner at 270-762-0330 A
map identifying this area ie available for review at
Murray Main Street C!,y Hall or on the City of
Murray webente at www murrayky goy

on, mps:
th time

Join us as we continue to expand into a regional hospital adding over 170,000 square feet of
new space to our existing campus.

When o,lessing the
"help want.rd- sestion
Ni IMF u.i istitheds
webpage at
nutrrayledger
ted
you will he
it. y shoo st, irk ,uair
Its default.
Murray and local ph
listings will appear tin
this welssite
llosseset, as a national
webute. not all !Pantss
on the tobnetwork son,
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& lutes Pleat, tail
us it you have any
questions regarding
the Murray wen
1141 liming. Thank you

DO you lows working
with kids?
Wee Care Enterprises
may be just the place
for youl Full time and
part time positions
available
Apply at
Wee Care
109S 15th St
Murray, KY 4207i
(270)753.5227
EXPERIENCED cereal
layer needea Must
have proper tools Call
270-978-2111 or fax
resume to 270-4892342.
ULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Lodge. Apply In
person after 7:00PM
only, positively.

060

"ftwd

FULL-TIME Sales
Representative
Needed. Seeking indi•vidual with outgoing
personality to generate
leads, close sales, and
train on PowerClaim
software solutions.
Some travel required.
Base pay plus com- •
mission; benefits
include headily-ale/del
tat insurance, retirement, 18 paid days oh
per year. and tuition
assistance Minimum
1 year college
required and sales
experience preferreo.
Email resumes to candice8powercfaim.com
' UNITED STATES
NAVY
Some benefits of the
United States Navy
kip to $70,000 toward
your education or 4
year scholarships.
.4../p to $65,000 for college debt
.30 days vacation with
oay each year.
.Housing and food
allowances
.Free medical and
dental
•Travel the globe- Far
East. Europe, Australia
For more information
call 1-800-777-6289 or
Ipt shouts@ cnrc.navy.
not

Jackson Purchase
Medical Center

Human Resources Department
1099 Medical Center Circle
Mayfield, K1 42066
FAX: 270-251-4443
EEO/MN/D/1

West Kentucky
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Mae Weed

GIBSON Truck Lines
looking for well goal!
fled Diesel Mechanic
Must have at least 10
yrs. experience in tractor trailer repair. Refer
repair is plus. Good
environment,
work
above average pay
and benefits for qualified individual.
270-767-0191.
Steven 0. Sacora,
CPA,CFP Firm seeks
CPA. Benefits include
4-day work week.
Email resume to
steve@sacoro.com

PURCHASE
Ford
Lincoln & Mercury is
now taking applications for dedicated.
hard working sales
professionals
and
service
technicians
who want a career in
the automotive business. Experience preferred, but will train the
right
individual.
Excellent wages and
benefit package. Apply
in person 98m-4pm,
Mon-Fri, HWY 45
North. See Dan Smith
or Ron Reabis.
hiring
KFC
now
cashiers & cooks. Must
be available for all
shifts. Apply in person
205 N. 12th St.

I 'VISA ,

STUDENT looking for
work after Briggs
closed line.
Experience in computers and technology,
quick learner, hard
worker. dependable.
Bryce (812)596-4289

CLEANING houses. 20
years experience. 270759-9553, 753-9006
COLLEGE student
willing to tutor in
English. Math, or
Science.
Bryce (812)596-4,289
HOME clearing
services. 227-7129
If you would like a
weekly house clean•
ing, please call me
(270)767-1636-

o 1'

.

MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556

ANTMES,Cail Larry
753-3633
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235,
227-6004
BUYING old US Coin
collections.
Paying
Blue Book value. 2936999
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 121h,
Murray.

SCRAP
CARS

DINNING table, 6
chairs, sectional sleeprocker,
er,
glider
ottoman, 3 end tables.
753-8206
For Sale: Pony's.
rabbits, country eggs
489-24/5.
HD Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza to see our selection of I-ID televisions:
Plat screen Plasma &
LCDs. Rear Projection
also. LG, Toshiba.
Hitachi & Sony We
have a large selection
of entertainment centers & TV carts.
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite 759-0901
HP Computer- 17'
monitor,
keyboard,
speakers,
mouse,
printer, $150. Cali
759-4704 after 5pm or
227-6828.
KENMORE 30" while
electric flat top range,
warming drawer Had
1.5 years $500 obo.
GE white triton tre
clean dishwasher, 4
cycles $150 obo. 7536474

jI

DIRT
DADDY'S
TOP SOIL

Best the county has
Cali 'Cadet Tichyntl

753-9075
(2701227-2193
USED windows for
sale. Double hung with
screens. 6 loot French
753-8173 or
door.
293-4392.
Applimeso
A1R1GE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD 1( 51195.

(270) 753-1713

MOVING
SALE
1407 Main
761-7653

CONSTRUCTION
EQUIPMENT.
Beckhoes, used Case
580SL, 580EM, others,
4x4. ex-hoe, several in
stock. Standard & mini
excavators.
36-42'
Skytrak & Gradall telescopic forklifts. Case
dozers-550E $23,500,
850K cab/air 1400hr
new
UC $64,900.
Wanda Snow
731-363-3650.

WILL sit with elderly in
home, nursing home,
or hospital. Will also do
house cleaning. 7537129, 210-4173

06 Troy 8411 25hp 54
deck triple blades Exc
cond, new $2500, sell
$1200 510-220-5656

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283
One and TWO Bedroom Areirtmene•
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

Office Hours 8 a.m. - 12 p.m. 4
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
421'
Apelmsne RI Rent

270

I

Meek Hams For Sae

OWNER Finance"
38R, 2BA, near lake
6058 Dunbar Rd., New
Concord.
$3,950
down,
$495/month.
Bonnie Byerly Broker
(270)752-0729,
Buccaneer
1991
16X80, 3 BR, 2 BA,
2.53 acres with out
building. About 10 mm
from lake area. 227E345. 227-8346
1998 Patriot, 16x80.
3814, 2bath, vinyl
siding, 2x6 walls,
excellent condition.
(270)489-2525
-2001 16x80 Clayton
MH, 3-Bedroom. 2Bath, W/Approx 1 acre,
new lanckse_aping, 2-car
carport, 12x16 outbuilding, remodeled
inside last year, front
porch and back deck,
very clean. 759-9362
EASY QUALIFY- Do
you own or have
access to land' Zero
down on a new
Clayton home FREE
APPROVAL
731-584-9429,
FOR SALE
1994 3 Bedroom,
2 bath 16x80 mobile
home, possibly
needs to be moved,
some work needed.
Call 227-8721 if serious about buying.
810,000/0130.

2BR stove. refrigerator
W&D hookup $385
month
References.
deposit & tease. 1005
Main Street, Murray.
No pets.
(270)527-3664

Cornerstone
Realty & Rental
Rental Property &
Pt wary Management
Services available
Call 761-7355
lcustramereaky cots
NOW LEASING
1,2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
'MD *1-800-648-6056
SMALL IBA, nonsmoking apt. upstars.
water paid, available
now, no pets
$260/mo. 753-5980

Starnes awe*
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

MI sizes to
fit your needs
Located by
Frogg3 radii. station
7

9 7 9-

KEY MINI WAREHOUSES
1850 St Rt. 12.15
Murray KY 42071
270-753-5562

2 BR, 1 BA, new
kitchen,
hardwood
floors, close to MSU,
attached garage, no
pets. 711 Payne St.
$475 per month.
270-293-3710.

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
Corner of In S.& Glendale
LOX HI $25 10%15 $40
12701436-2524
1270i 293-6906

4 BR, 2 BA, brick,
newly
remodeled.
111111
--1
hardwood floors. Close
j
To
Rant
Want
to MSU. 1655 Ryan
Ave. No pets. $800
Military family relocatmonthly. 270-293-4602
ing. Wants to rent 3 to
5 13R house.
270-906-6956.

I
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OR 2br apts. flea
downtown
Murray
starting at $200/mo.
753-4109.
1BR Apt. Washer &
Dryer, all appliances.
pets allowed.
$350/mo. 1 month
deposit, 1 year lease.
(270)753-4219

.A.1! Size Units
Available
*Now Have
Climate Control

753-3953

2 BR, W/D, quiet, no
pets.
$355
per
month.293-6070

CDR Nom 1001

2BR duplex, nice,
C/H/A, appliances furnished. Various locations. Coleman RE
753-9898

'
11/5
get him a subscription to the

21314& 3B14 apartments
available. Great location. 1 year lease. 1
month deposit, no
pets. 753-2905

MURRAY

LEDGER&T1MES
Tioese Delivery

3 & 4 BR townhouses.
$630-900 per month
No pets. includes
washer/dryer,
oven/stove, dishwasher arid refrigerator.
C/H/A. Utilities not
included Meadowlark
Townhouses.
(270)348-0458
384BR, 2BA availabie
now,
appliances
Coleman RE 753-9898

Will clean office's,
houses or garages.
Man and wife learn
Will also set with elderly at home, nursing
home or
hospital.
References available
293-2496, 753-7413

1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray KY 42071

3 BR 1.5 BA duplex
appliances
C/H/A
Coleman RE 753-9898

Local Mail

Rest of ICY/TN
freryesc &

I Check

AR Other Mail
Subscriptions
..........$73.60
3 mo.
6 mo.
$96.80
$145.00
1 yr. -

Money Order

Visa

!WC

Name
I St. Address

.1!

City

Farm Equipment

3 BR house, C1-1/A. 1,
2, & 3 BR Apt.
753-1252, 753-0606,
761-3694

JD 600 Hiboys $3,500.
JD 6000 Hicycles
$7,500, Tobacco
sticks, .15 each. Can
deliver.
(502)550-4080

3 BR, 2 BA all appliances Available now,
Move in free days
Coleman RE
753-9898

I

iCailesayi

...........,155.00 3am
6
6se
I yr..........4105.00
I yr. —......—$118.110

Zip

I State
Daytime Ph.

Mail this coupon with payment to:

1

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call (270) 753-1916
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HOUSTON BIONIC & ALARM

FOR SALE

SELLING AT ABSOLUTE AUCTION
• Rosidental and CoMmercial

saturdany, .Joarato 1 aMts -10:00 A INI
The Jimmy SaIllmoro Estate
At McDonald & School Sts, Purveyor, TN
Along Hoy 641 At Purifier, TN At The Stoplight take Main St West To
McDonald St,Turn Left Ana. Proceed South 2110 14110 To School Street
30 SMALL TRACTORS INCLUDING - JO 420 • JD 4 • Jo B • JO MT •
Ferguson 20• Ford 9N • Ford 8N • Ford 800• Jubilee• Fora 4000• RAF 135
• MF165 • Farman H • Cub • Farmed A • Super A • Farmed C • Allis WC •
Allis WD • Allis WD45• Allis B• Ales C• Ales CA • Allis 7030 • Alas G • Case
1030 • Case 7030 • Moline R TRACTOR FORKLIFTS - Ford 5600• JO D
480 • Pettibone 4 GRADERS Antique Austin MEG 8' Put Grader,
ncites & Rotates*• Huber Road Grader, At Ifed DOZERS - EXCAVA- Allis HD-11 • Int TD-158 • Cat 977L Track Loader. 4 in 1 Bucket
• Int 1-340 Track Loader, 2 In 1 Bucket • Case 350 Dozer, 6 Way Blade
• JD 655 Track Loader, Cab. Fir Wts, 15" Pads • Case 5808 Backhoe •
Case 980 Track Hoe, Hyd Leveling. Lore; Reach. 30" Pads, 33 Bucket
• Bobcat 753 Skid Steer • Venous Backhoe & Utility Traitors • 2 Axle
Bumper Hitch 16' Trailers e4x8
_ s 6x8 5x10 Trailers • 30' Covered 2 Axle
Stook Trailer • MOTORCYCLES - RECREATIONAL '99 Haney ClassicCanadian Police Speciai,'Slue" 1200 Mlles, Lot Of Chrome •'92 Harley
FLH, 25.000 Miles "Black' • '89 Honda Gold Wing, 1500CC/6 Cyl
w/Reverse, 50,000 Miles "Accessories"•'82 Harley FLT. 19,000 Miles.
'Made •'77 Harley FLH, 14 000 Mites -Red'•'62 Harley Pan Head.
24,000 Miles •'90 Kawasaki Trike-Voyager XII Accessories • Brigstone
175 Hureca Scrambler • Kawasaki nfiZ7.50 • Honda Elite 250 Scooter •
Piaggio Vespa P200E Scooter • Two-Whizzer Motor Bikes, One Black
wel Miles, One Red w/46 Nees • Four Golf Carts, One Is A 3 Year OW
Electric Club Car w/Riser Kit •Yamaha 600 Grizzley 4X4 ATV •Yamaha
Bear Tracker ATV•Two - Bayline Tubby Cruiser inboard Boats wiTreilers
•_,Jetyco 5th Wheel Camper • Jayco 26' Motor Home COLLECTOR
VEHICLES '40 Ford Pickup •'29 A Mode nOnginar • '26 T Model
Woody-Fat Man Steering • '50/51 Studebaker 4 Door Sedan "Bullet
Nose"• 49150 Chevy Fleetline 2 Door Sedan•'57 Chevy Bel Air 4 Door
Sedan -Baby Blue'•Two- '65-66 Ford Mustangs•'56 Ford Victoria, 312
Thunderbird Police Interceptor, PS. Automatic, Factory Air • Three VW
Bugs "Red" • Two Old Willis Jeeps • Two- Jeep CJ5's • '67 Pontiac
Firebird Convertible, Original 6 Cylinder Overhead Cam - 4 Barrett, 4
Speed, Power Front Disc Brakes. Hoed Tack, Red Line Wheel •'80-81
-Bei9e" Corvette. 350 Engine, Automatic, T-Tops, Believed To Be
Original •'76 Coupe Devilie, 13,000 Miles, Bought From The Original
Owner, Factory Installed CB •'67 VW Square Back Sedan •'87 Chevy
Camero Rally Sport • Many Older Cars And Trucks • Duallys • Vans •
Pickup - Utilities • Ford F-800 CC • Ford F700 vieTet Bed • Dump
Truces • Int S-1900 w/12' Gravel Bed, DT-466 Engine • Bus, 8.2 Diesel
•'83 Freightliner Road Tractor, 400 Engine, 13 Speed • ea Horse Drawn
Items • Lawn Mowers• Nine Mobile Horner;
For Info Calf Richard Gauen(Son) Nome 27G-4O24264 Call 731-363-5125
COME PREPARED TO FIND WORE THAN A1ERUSED
AN Pureness's illesot Se Pull Fer Ss Owls Awaken Day.
Buyers Desinng To Pay By Check And Not Previously Established With James R.Cash
Auction Will Be Regiered Tc Present An Irrevocable Bank Letter Addressed To The
Auction Company Guaranteeing Payment CA Ghee. No Credit Cards!
COMETS SETHDISIIT SAT OF SALMI No Nsopor's Prima/1

• Electrical Repair and ConsttuctiOn
• Security and Camera Systems
• 24 Hour Service
• Licensed arid Insured

230 STONECREST
Just built 3 story. 2 bedroom. 2 bath. basement. 2 ,af
swage. wood floors 1.500 finished. 1.500 unfit'
abed Possibility for 5 bedroom, .1 bath $159(XX)
293-6887

'''Free Estimates*"

(270). 227-3574

Calhoon Construction, LLC
Additions, Windows, Siding,
Painting, Flooring, Roofing,
Decks, Concrete
& Repairs ,

Office: 270-761-6790
Cell: 270-978-1007

:A

'

R
New 2-4
Bedroom nomad
ID Rivertiold
Estates.
Matt „leaning%
29.3-7872
On KY Lake. Lake
house, 3 BR 2 BA *nth
garage- 2 work rooms
Water front lot with
trees. storage shed
boat house, floating
boat dock, concrete
boat ramp. $265.000
270-436-2737,
Call
270-978-2778.
REDUCED,
LAKE house, Three
bedroom 2 bath with
double garage, watee
front lot, with trees,
storage shed, floating
boat dock, concrete
boat
ramp.
Call
$248,500.00.
753-2905 or 293-8595.

inw erre! Tr-irscrt
Tirsillsorlaswell - Eirerat Harrstlaresp
In Calloway Co, ICY Along The State Line
70-1111 Sento Line Road Boot, Hozoll,
Tanis*: 15% Down, Salaams Des in 30 Days
ILess-gere Orsirseeeir Lost Ors IHIatireek, ICY
Perfect Nonsuiptocre Setting - Laiz1Tresesse
Sowers - Oahu - Natural Ilas - 11111111pers
Tornso:$3,000.00 Down, Iltolliessoo In 30 Days

Lake View Lot At Cypress Springs 'KY Lake"
Ealorke Cypress Springs Morin Ares Take Jay Lam I Pink Ts Roe'Lew
Vornits:113,000.00 Down, Italarsoo In 30 Days
ALL REAL ESTATE
111151es Said Pram Ilis Puryear Amiga LausatIon At 12:00 Moon
safeness,elsenseesraash.crom For Detallel
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Farm raised Australian
MURRAY Store and
Puppies,
Lock presently has Shepherd
Welsch
units available. 753- Pembroke
Corgi AKC, registered
2905 or 753-7536.
Toy Poodles, home
PREMIER
raised, wormed and
MINISTORAGE
shots Judy Turner
-inside climate control
618-499-1282, 618storage
672-4778
*Security alarmed
'Safe & clean
&Swan
'We sea boxes!
'We rent U-Hauls
5 yr old TN walking
753-9600
horse, mare, 14.1
hands, black, very
pretty, child safe, lots
of trail experience
$1500. 270-227-9020.

L.

Registered Red Angus
service age bulls, 731-697-2423.
Ceerrarical Pep For
2,000 act ft, of retail o
office space 0 401
Maple St. on the
square in Murray, 270978-0698.
45X25 SHOP. Tiled
office and bathroom,
low utilities, Next to
J.H. Churchill. 7533119.
COMMERCIAL property with 1.500 sq. ft.
building located on
121N inside city limits,
$1,200 month, available June 15th. Call
753-2225
OFFICE or retail space
available Prime location. 753-2905, 2931480
OFFICE space for rent,
appx. 1,800 sq.ft.
per
$1.000
month +de posit. 12th
street location. 2937874
40 x48 ,
SHOPS
40'x40', gas heat. insulated_ 12 ft walls.
Located 406 Sunbury
Circle, Murray Cal!
Carlos Black 270-4362935

L

380
Pets & Suppliss

9 week old AKC regis
tered yellow Lab pup
male, 2
pies.
1
females. 1st shots.
$200. 270-759-9375
leave message,
_
DOG Obedience
436-2858.
Great Pyrenees puppies. $50 270 5344062

•

EaN
Murray Ledger a Times Fair
Housing Act biotin
Ad ma, estate advertmed herein
s sobers in the Federal Fair
Hou4ing Al, which makes it
Ilegal to advertise any Fete,
error, Fimdation or discriminaliin based on raoCe, color. religion *to.. handicap, familial slat,of national origin, or intention to make am such preferences, limitabons or diwnminahob
State laws forbid discominanon
in the sale, rental or advertising
of real estate based or actors or
addition to thine protected
under federal law.
We will knowingly acme.; arm
advertising for real estate which
is not trt violation of the law All
nersons ore hereby informed
that all dwellings advertised am
available mn an equal opportunity bams
flAr further msistance will, Fair
Housing Advertising requirements contact NAA Counsel
Renef Milant i70316181000

For sale: 3 BR. 1 BA,
brick home. East side
cf Murray 270-2272162.
FSBO: Comer Lot #27
(.47 acrel Saddle
Subdivision.,
Creek
Gibbs Store Rd,. &
Atkins Way, Murray_
$32,000 obo. 270-7594209.

I

_

-

-

38R, 2BA, 2,500
soft., fireplace, fenced
yd. barn, 3.2 acres
2851 Kirksey rd
(270)227-0479

2006 Kawasaki loc4501.
Nada value $4,420.
Will sell for $4,000.
2004 Yamaha yz85.
Nada value $1,165.
Will sell for $900. Witt
set both for $4.800.
Both bikes excellent
condition. 435-4540 Of
293-2612.

Atrb Pub

USED TIRES
15 .16 inch
Starting at S20
fITOLi Cited

Call 753-5606
EXECUTIVE lance
3800 square foot
house for sale by
owner on alrnme 1/2
acre lot! 4 bedrooms,
3 1/2 bathrooms, large
great room with cherry
built-ins and gas fireplace, sunroom with
custom tile design,
dining room with trey
ceiling and wainscoting, gourmet kitchen
with cherry cabinets
with granite countertops, hardwood floors,
custom tile, crown
molding throughout
house, custom children's playground in
backyard. Custom
cabinets and surround
sound in and out of
house. 2 car garage.
professorially landscaped, custom blinds
and drapes! If interested in see home on
605 Kirsgsway Court in
Woodgate Subdivision
please call 293-5959
or 293-0902.
FSBO: 4 bei-1/4 bath
upoateo older home
with office, formal dining room and large eat
in kitchen. 1 1,2 mile
from Murray on I acre
me with fenced back
yard. Hardwood floors,
new carpet and nicely
landscaped. $129,900.
Call anytime for details
at 270-978-0880 after
5.00 p.m.

753-3500
McKinney
Ins. Seri
100 N. S
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3 BR, 2 BA. 3 miles
from town. $54,500.
270-240-4834

153-3$00
McKinney
ri
.t
n eLLervA
100 N.5

1981 Yamaha 250
0 ivioturcyLitit S900, low
mileage and great on
gas! 270-527-6918 or
270-293-8827
Writes Far See

Convicts, Dee&
1111wOodutes
761-4553
',wean

v ,111

07 Ford Expedition
XLT, 22K miles, Ike
new. Asking $17.500
060. 753-9508
03
GMC
Envoy,
99,5000 miles. 7-passeating,
senger
$8,5000
762-1055
after 5:00.

tradssipMe
• tear vskuuming
Satit4arfloh guaranteed'
7534816 - 227-061'1

COULD-BE
- HERE. FOR'
ONLY $75.00 •
A MONTH
C 4,11 753-1914

Hill Electric
Since 1986
24 eoua seams
Res., Corn., & Ind
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

753-9562
436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service. Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, nauting, etc
Insured.
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages. gutters,
junk & tree work_
A to B Moving. Local
and long distance
moves Call Bnan at
270-705-4156
Al Joe's Mower repair,
Tune-up specials
Free pick-up/delivery
in Murray. 436-2867
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Var. Buren

FREE Border Collie
bred puppies
270-227-2727.

On Hopkins Rd.

753-9899
Family owned & operated

Offered

joilt
Comet
Ora yaw saps
Saks & huidadea
Mays seesse Cots
7

[
1_1,ftWOMIMW
PARKER Excavating
Bank gravel, fill din &
top soil.
(270)293-3252

1
OW' CUST01111el
Specializing el
resiseigleag and
metal roofing.
The Badger
asion-osoe
(270082-2821

FREE adult male dog
to responsible home.
227-1879

YEARRYTg
Tree
Free estiService
mates. Phone
436-2562. 227-0267

NADEAU'S
Construction
-Flooring •Decks
eltnyl siding 'All
Home Improvements
(270)978-2111
Licensed/Insured
latleauconstructim net

753-3500
McKleine y
Ins. Services
100 N. 5th
2004 Monte Carlo, one
owner, well maintained good condition.
2000 Ford F-150, king
cab, one owner, wet
maintained, good condition, Please call 2936516, 270-559-8215.
1999 Buick LeSabre
80,XXX. white, $4,800
obo. 489-2544 leave
message.
99 Buick Park Avenue
Ultra, clean, leather,
regularly
serviced,
$5,500. 753-8096
97 BMW convertible,
3281 mint condition
100,000 miles. Boston
green, $12,000 4365862.
88 Cadillac good condition. $1,600 obo
436-5759
Used Trude
99 Ford Ranger super
cab. 4 OR, 82K miles,
loaded sharp $6,200
978-1548
94 Chevy Z71 extended cab, good condition,
new motor arid transmission. Call 270-2275776.
Need to sell your
Truck or Car?
Calf us ow waif bit
glad to hipM.
heresy Ledo" & Timm
270-753-1916

270-293-562
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal.
stump grinding, firewood, Insured. 4892839

I if

mtphiu:
!(.1‘1•114.%‘
219-753-274)
BRANDON'S Outdoor
service
Mowing, yard cleanup, shrubs, bush hogging. tilling, mulch.
grading.
C-(270)978-0543
after 6:00 (27004365277
CARPENTERS helper
to hire. Must chive &
have transponation 4
yrs experience. Murray
area. Call 519-8570

The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4Positive,
3-Average's 2-So-so; 1 -Difficult

&
Lawn Setvitt
' Moo,,,iff Tpin;alifg.aild Mulch Waaridg.
itflitch•Kpiqllt
270-22 1-t1966
. - Joy Kniqhf
2/0-293 0044

KEZLING
Itratoometo
•V1Kei SIDING
^FLOW Lei/rearm
•DEBRIS REMOVAL
*ROOMS,•PAINTING
$80-3220 208-264111
MCKNIGHT
Repair.
108 Starks Ln„ Almo,
KY. Now offering flat
repair and used tires,
along with welding,
auto, home repair. 270227-4325.
IMEITAL OP
ir Continuous Guars,
Garage Door &orrice &
Repair
Ormic Greg liensfiele

(rfe 293-84s0

TRENCHING
731-782-3951
731-336-5288

RICKMIAN
CONSTRUCTION, INC It
270-752-0313
Owner/Contractor Luke Rickman
Residential Construction of
New Homes,Additions & Remodeling
'Guaranteed professional & reliable service
•Insured
•Competitive & reasonable pricing

EAST VALLEY
DIESEL REPAIR
24 HaLJR

irilsairslles Now

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Wednesday,June 11, 2008:
This year you could enjoy improved finances because of increased
investment savvy. New opportunities for travel might appear this
fall. Some of you might be considering some further education or
•
specializing in your chosen field. Your bright ideas, bubbling cre• m.d.,
i,dopitaittod ativity and sharp wit could cut daily stresses. If you are single,
759-1151 •293-2783 you've got the right stuff for settling down now! If you are attached,
1,
293-2784
romance could bubble forth once more if you add more sensitivity to
.the blend. LIBRA challenges you.
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Scrap.Applangel. eitletteekalitel.Stotie.111kehms &aeon
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Ill !Xl1
RENT to own, 3 BR, 2
BA. 2 story, garages in
ground pool, 5 acres
270-559-1248

Approx. 9 miles on 641 N. of Murray
to Charley Miller Rd., then take a right

1
I
.•111.

-

Greg Taylor
Attorney at Law

We sell & deliver red gravel, pea

753-3500
McKinney
ins. Service*
100 N. 5th

LAWN $15VIC.E

FREE OFFER: 2 older
house trailers, but you
must move Some
appliances
included
270-543-3382

gravel, large wash rock, dirt and sand.

am"

Sweetwater
86
Pontoon 24ft
new
deck
and
carpet
57.500 762-1055 after
5 00prn

Fee Coiumn

GRAVEL & SAND

FREE CONCRETE
FLOTATION: 2' x 8'
concrete floats loaded
on your truck at Green
Turtle Bay, Grand
Rivers, KY. Call Bill
Gary at 270-362-8364
tor detaiis.

n'T

1.20 *cross Witte Frarreure Owresillrsur
1E080 est ire* 0.41 - Inserveraur TVA
1orsess:160,000-00 Dawn, SaInnee In 31 Days

AHART'S

ai ales
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• Diesel & Gasoline EnOne Repair
• Ac Condirioning Report • Engine Rebuilding
• Vehicle Unlocks • Roadside frsristance
71E. AEST F.:1::1 NEN.- I ipp.
21 HOUR SERVICE!
900 Chestnut St. • Murray, KY

ARIES(March 21-AprIl 19)
**** Compliments and admiration swim in the same stream as
you. Challenges and nervous energy are best handled with exercise.
Think about hiring a personal trainer or a life coach, Tonight: Feeling
emotional, some serious pampering is in order.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** Chatty encounters and ringing telephones might interrupt your
work. Do you really care? Try the role of social butterfly. You could be
the life of the party (office) once in a while. Tonight: Dancing with the
stars? Or at least with your friends.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Follow your hunches. Female friends and co workers pay
more attention to your words. If you are interested, consider upgrading your computer or phone. You are in high gear, and sitting might
be close to impossible. Tonight: Ask for what you want!
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** A.-e you busy or preoccupied choosing coiors, patterns and fur'niture? (Maybe even a new house?) A sensual, comfortable home
environment soothes your sensitive soul. Friends love giving feedback. Remember to keep a budget in mind. Tonight: Follow the
music.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Bathe in the white-hot spotlight of success. Everyone seems
re be watching and listening! You know you love it. Speak forcefully
and get what you need. Tonight: A little relaxation is in order. How
about a gourmet meal with a group of great conversationalists?
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** Your mind is like a lightning bolt. Volunteer for a pet cause or
drum up friends and co-workers for a fundraiser. You'll be helping
someone in trouble. Bask in the glow of appreciation. Tonight:
Physic.a1 activity will quiet an overactive mind. What are you going to
choose?
LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct. 22)
**** You're such a charmer, my dear Libra! Everyone seems
ready to please you, especially women and children. Why not call in
some favors. if need be? Don't forget to say thank you. Consider purchasing a new wardrobe. You do love the finer things in life Tonight:
Romance Is in the air!
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
** Curb impulsiveness. Stick with the original plan. lrntability can
trip you up 0 you don't process frustration and nervousness. Try
some herbal tea and a good mystery novel. Look over long-term
money plane. Make careful adjustments. Do you feel more in control?
Tonight: Chill out by a lake, garden or Out in nature for an hour.
Solitude and blessed peace ...
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
*** A lucky break heads your way at work today, but your head
might be in the clouds! You're busy planning your next vacation! If
you are feeling a little misunderstood, try another perspective. Think
about a big city for your next trip abroad. Tonight: You go first, arid
others will follow.
CAPRICORN (Doc. 22-Jan. 19)
** Could you be unusually moody? What do you really want? Might
make it happen? Sete with small
you change your daily routine
changes for now. Others demand you step up to the plate. Tonight:
Take a chance on a new person or place. Break old habits.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
** Feeling a little rough around the edges today? It's easy to annoy
or insult someone by mistake! Musical events and artistic pursuits will
bring out the talented and creative Aquarian. Really break for lunch.
Tonight: Let a fantasy play out, especially if 0 involves a trip.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** A chance meeting with a blast from your past inspires one and
al!! In your mine, events carry a sense of destiny_ All your senses are
in high gear. Important talks with individuals happen naturally.
Tonight: Sprinkle some magic and romance around.
BORN TODAY
Football coach Vince Lombardi (1913), oceanographer Jacques
Cousteau (1910), first female member of congress Jeanette Rankin
(1880)
***
Jacqueline Bier is on the Internet at http:/lwwwjacquelinebigai.com.
(c) 2008 by King Features Syndicate Inc,

